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Various phenomena associated with flow separation

at tidal inlets and other narrow entrances are analyzed.

The solutions are then used in discussing relevant appli¬

cations.

In Part I, flow and mass transport are analyzed for

turbulent jets issuing from tidal inlets during the ebbing

phase. Frictional resistance and topographical variations

of the bottom and ambient cross-currents are taken into

account. In studying mass transport, settling of materials

to the bottom and ambient concentrations are also allowed.

The flow is analogous to that of a classical two-

dimensional turbulent jet when bottom friction and topo¬

graphical variations are neglected; and the solutions com¬

pare favorably with available theories. When bottom friction

is present, the jet expands rapidly and gets retarded.

Effects due to an offshore-sloping bottom counteract the

rapid expansion due to friction. For arbitrary depth

x i i i



variations, the jet may go through a series of expansions

and contractions with distance. Comparing these solutions

with experimental and field evidence gives satisfactory

results. In the case of pollutants, bottom friction re¬

duces dilution within the jet due to a decrease in convec¬

tive transport. An offshore sloping bottom opposes this

effect. The transport of suspended sediments depends on

the fall velocity of sediments and the velocity at the

inlet, in addition to bottom friction and depth variations.

Finer sediments are transported to larger distances off¬

shore as compared to coarser sediments. The largest depo¬

sition occurs at the location of two marginal shoals

flanking the jet centerline. When the velocity at the

inlet exceeds a critical value, deep scour holes are formed

near the inlet mouth. These results and their implications

on the geomorphology near tidal inlets and river mouths are

discussed qualitatively.

Exchange and mixing in a bay-inlet-ocean system is

studied, based on the results of the previous analysis.

Materials within the bay a re jetted to great distances off¬

shore during the ebbing phase and this provides an efficient

flushing mechanism.

Finally, the unsteady development of a tidal jet is

described qualitatively and a simple method for calculating

the speed of the jet front is proposed. Preliminary experi¬

ments are also provided.
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In Part II, an experimental approach is used in

determining the wave scattering by narrow openings such

as tidal inlets, tsunami breakwaters, and harbor entrances.

Flow separation and generation of jets and vortices in

the near field of the opening determines the subsequent

loss of energy and the scattering of waves in the far field.

Approximate methods are used in analyzing the non¬

linear behavior of a narrow opening in the presence of flow

separation. Experimental results are interpreted by making

use of these approximate solutions.

Experimental procedures are complicated because of

the shallow water nonlinearity, which causes the incident

waves to be almost periodic in space and to have harmonic

distortion. Therefore, the measured waveforms are Fourier

analyzed and the spatial amplitude variations of the inci¬

dent and reflected harmonics are obtained.

The transmission of waves is reduced by two main

factors; one being due to the inertial reactance resulting

from the disturbance of the flow by the opening, and the

other being due to the drag resistance caused by flow

separation. When inertial reactance is dominant, the re¬

sponse is selective of frequency; whereas, when separation

resistance is the dominating factor, wave transmission

becomes dependent on amplitude only. The dissipation of

energy is maximal in the second case.

xv



It is also shewn that the scattering of the funda¬

mental component is not affected significantly by the

presence of higher harmonics in the incident wave. How¬

ever, the same result is not true for the scattering of

higher harmonics.

xvi



PART I

FLOW AND MASS TRANSPORT IN THE
VICINITY OF TIDAL INLETS



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Tidal inlets play important roles in a broad range

of coastal activities such as commerce, nagivation, small

craft operations, and achievement of adequate water quality

standards. Since they act as interfaces between estuarine

or lagoonal waters and the coastal ocean, they deserve,

and to some extent have received, utmost attention. It

is on these grounds that the prediction and understanding

of tidal currents in the vicinity of inlets gains particu¬

lar significance.

Tidal currents at inlets often transport pollutants

or suspended sediments. Mass transport of these materials

determines the ultimate distribution of pollutants and

the bathymetric changes near tidal inlets.

Tide-induced currents in coastal waters become es¬

pecially significant near tidal inlets and estuary mouths.

Patterns of flow change with time during a tidal period.

More specifically, the flow on the ocean side separates from

boundaries during ebb, as opposed to the non-separated flow

2
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during flood. Therefore a turbulent jet is often formed

during ebb-flows. Depending on the strength of inlet

currents, the jet may extend to distances of considerable

magnitude, hence, contributing significantly to the small-

scale mixing and circulation on the continental shelf.

During flood, the currents in the semi-infi nite ocean

region may be modeled as a sink flow, since water is drawn

towards the inlet.

There has been one serious attempt by French (1960)

in modeling the ocean flow patterns during both stages of

the tide, but the model is inadequate in that the effects

of bottom friction and variable bottom topography are

neglected. In reality, these factors may become important

especially during ebb-tide, when a jet flow is formed.

In the presence of bottom friction, the jet loses

its momentum against the resistance of the bottom and

therefore expands more rapidly in width as compared to

a frictionless jet. Bottom topographical variations

seaward of tidal inlets also contribute to the jet develop¬

ment. For example, if the bottom slopes downward in the

offshore direction, the expansion rate of the jet is

reduced due to the increased vertical extent of the

flow area.

Bottom frictional effects have been hinted at in a

number of other studies. Taylor and Dean (1974) and
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Borichansky and Mikhailov (1966) have included bottom

friction in their analyses, but have been led to results

that are of limited value since they have utilized various

inaccurate assumptions. The latter have also accounted

for depth variations. Experimental studies by Savage

and Sobey (1975) and Gadgil's (1971) analysis of the effect

of Ekman friction on laminar jets also indicate the fast

jet growth.

Tidal flows near inlets may have a complex nature

due to a number of other factors. For example, waves

incident on the coast and local winds often set up circu¬

lation patterns in addition to tidal currents. These cur¬

rents in the ambient waters often change the behavior of

tidal jets. Furthermore, secondary circulations within the

jet may also occur.

Density stratification is also a commonly observed

phenomenon at tidal inlets, especially when fresh water

outflows are present in the adjacent bay areas. In the

event of stratification, the jet exhibits buoyant spread¬

ing and thus a salt water wedge may be generated at the

inlet. An example of a tidal inlet where this phenomenon

occurs is reported by Wright and Sonu (1974).

On a speculative basis, the earth's rotation may

be expected to influence tidal jets, since they often reach

to large distances offshore. However, Savage and Sobey
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(1975) have shown both analytically and experimentally

that, shallow water jets (extending through the full depth

of the fluid) can support pressure forces arising due to

rotation and therefore are not deflected. This result

appears to be a confirmation of the Tay1 or-Proudman theorem

(see Savage and Sobey, 1975). On the contrary, for deep

water jets, i.e., for jets which do not cover the whole

depth, they have shown that the jet encounters deflection

due to Coriolis forces. Therefore, for jets issuing from

tidal inlets, deflection may occur when the flow separates

from the bottom either due to a steep bottom slope or due

to buoyancy of effluents.

A tidal inlet serves as an interface between the

interior waters and the ocean and thus plays an important

role in the circulation and flushing characteristics of

the interior waters. To date much effort has been directed

toward the analysis of tide-induced circulation in bays

and estuaries (see Wang and Connor, 1975). However, while

the exchange and flushing characteristics of inlets and

entrance regions have been generally recognized as having

a significant effect on the quality of interior waters,

there has been very little effort made to understand

related phenomena. An approximate analysis of inlet ex¬

change characteristics has been done by Taylor and Dean

(1974).
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With regard to sedimentation, a basic knowledge of

the hydrodynamic phenomena in the vicinity of an inlet,

a river, or an estuary mouth is crucial to the understanding

of the evolution, persistence, and maintenance of the

geomorphology of the neighboring regions, including inner

and outer shoals, swash channels, navigation channels and

the configuration of the adjacent shorelines. Indeed, a

significant amount of sand in a littoral system can be

trapped by an inlet. Briefly, the flow issuing from an

inlet in the ebb-cycle is in the form of a turbulent jet,

laterally entraining the adjacent waters and, therefore,

carrying littoral material into the inlet zone. During

flood cycle the flow radially converges toward the inlet

carrying sand with it. The sand in the adjacent littoral

system is thus transported toward the inlet in all phases

of the tidal cycle and is either jetted off-shore or

carried into the interior waters to form extensive shoals.

It has been found in some areas of Florida that the ma¬

terial extracted in this manner from a littoral system has

caused 40 feet retrogressions of the shoreline each year

for a period of 50 years (Dean and Walton, 1974).

Deposition on the seaward side of an inlet often

creates bar structures that encircle the inlet mouth.

Sedimentation patterns mainly depend on tidal currents,

but other effects due to waves, stratification, etc. may

also have an influence. For instance, Dean and Walton
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(1974) have discussed the effect of wave energy on limit¬

ing shoal volumes. They have shown that in areas of low

wave energy, the bar structure consists of two massive

shoals flanking a central channel; whereas, on high

energy coasts, the shoals take a crescent shape due to

the shoreward transport of sediments. This balance be¬

tween tidal currents in the offshore direction and wave

induced onshore currents has also been discussed by Oertel

(1974); who also incorporated the effects of 1ongshore

currents.

The above cited features of the flow and mass transport

are. by no means reserved to tidal inlets and in fact ex¬

tend to the case of a river that terminates at a coast.

Fresh water discharging from a river into coastal waters

also forms a turbulent jet. However, a buoyant spreading is

associated with the flow in this case due to the lower

density effluents. Essential features of river effluents

have been thoroughly outlined and documented by Wright and

Coleman (1974) and Garvine (1977). The buoyant spreading

of river plumes has been analyzed by Bondar (1970) (see

Wright and Coleman, 1974) who neglected lateral entrainment

and lateral shear stresses. An analysis including buoyancy,

lateral shear stresses, and earth's rotation has been done

earlier by Takano (1954) (see Officer, 1976) but his

analysis applies only in the far field of the river mouthy



since,the nonlinear convective terms in the equations of

motion have been neglected.
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River mouth sediments also exhibit deposition pat¬

terns that are similar to those at tidal inlets, even

though buoyant spreading of the jet influences the deposi¬

tion of sediments to some degree. Sedimentary forms

gain particular significance at river deltas since they

contribute to delta building. Computer simulations of

the deposition of suspended sediments at river mouths have

been made by Bonham-Carter and Sutherland (1967); however,

their model is limited since they have assumed the effluent

to be initially separated from the bottom. Experimental

studies by Butakov (1971) and Mikhailov (1972) have shown

that bars similar to the marginal shoals of a tidal inlet

are formed in the vicinity of a river mouth. Wright

and Coleman (1974) also report similar features for

Mississippi River mouths.

1.2 Objective and Scope of the Present Study

While inlet hydrodynamics and the mass transport

of pollutants and sediments has been explained on a quali¬

tative basis in the available literature, the quantitative

aspects of such phenomena are virtually nonexistent or

simply inadequate.
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The present work is an attempt in analyzing the

phenomena associated with flow separation at tidal inlets.

The approach herein is based on the theory of turbulent

jets; however, the effects of bottom friction and topo-

graphical changes have been included. Diffusion of pollu¬

tants and the diffusion-settling of suspended sediments are

also analyzed. Several additional factors such as cross¬

currents and distributions of pollutants or sediments in

the ambient waters are accounted for. The results of the

analysis are then used in studying the exchange mechanisms

of a bay-inlet-ocean system.

Some of the conclusions drawn from the analysis

also have a bearing on river mouth processes.

Hydrodynamics of the flow is studied in Chapter 2.

Mass transport of pollutants and suspended sediments is

analyzed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 addresses itself to the

unsteady development of the flow during the early stages of

the ebb tide. Conclusions reached by the present study

are outlined in Chapter 5.



CHAPTER 2

NEARSHORE HYDRODYNAMICS IN THE VICINITY
OF TIDAL INLETS

In this chapter,the hydrodynamics of the flow issu¬

ing from an inlet is studied in the ebbing phase of the

tide. During this phase, the flow is similar to a two-

dimensional turbulent jet. Tidal flows in the neighbor¬

hood of inlets are ultimately determined by the ocean tides

and hence have an unsteady character. However, it will be

shown through an order of magnitude analysis that the

unsteadiness is of little importance in the near-field

of the inlet. Therefore, a steady jet is assumed.

The analysis also applies to the near-field flow

caused by a river terminating at a coast, although river

outflows may have a slightly different structure. Fresh

water discharging from a river mouth gradually rises above

the sea water due to its buoyancy. Nevertheless, river

effluents also form jet flows which may in some cases

"touch" the bottom in the near field of the mouth and

therefore the present theory may still be applicable.

The analysis in this chapter covers the hydro-

dynamic aspects of the jet flows in shallow water. The

10



depth averaged equations of motion are derived and later

solved analytically in some cases. The effects of

bottom friction, variable depth and cross-currents are

included in the theory.

2.1 Shallow Water Equations

Consider the long period oscillatory motions in

a fluid medium of limited vertical extent. In such cases,

vertical motions are usually much less significant than

the horizontal motions and thus the flow can be con¬

sidered to be vertically uniform. This assumption implies

a horizontal, two-dimensional flow and a hydrostatic

pressure distribution. In this section, the shallow

water equations are derived, based on this approximation.

The continuity equation states the conservation

of mass within the flow domain and for an incompressible

flow (Sch1ichting , 1 968, p. 44) it is

8u.8v.3w
8 x 8y 8 z (2.1)

where u, v, and w are components of the velocity vector

in the cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z).
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The conservation of momentum is stated by the

Navier-Stokes equations of motion (Schlichting , 1 968,

p. 61). Rearranging the convective terms by making use

of equation (2.1), the Navier-Stokes equations can alterna¬

tively be written as

9u
9t

su;
9x

9vu

9y
9wu
9z

1 3P . 1 r3TXX
p m p l_3ir

9xy7
+ + _J£]9Z J9y

(2.2a)

3v 9uv
9t 9x

9v

9y
9wv

9z
.1 ifi + 1 r
p 9y p L 9x 9y 9z J (2.2b)

9w
9t

9uw
9x

9vw

3y
9w
9z

_0. 1 3£ + i r!lzx 9t. 9t_

where t denotes the time, p the pressure, p the density,

g the gravitational acceleration pointed in the negative

z-direction. Here t n is the deviatoric stress tensor

(Sch1ichting , 1968, p. 55) with symmetrical properties

where the subscript g denotes the direction of a stress

component and a the direction of the normal to its plane.

Depth and time averaging of equations (2.1) and (2.2)

yields the corresponding shallow water equations.
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Vertical averaging. Consider the fluid domain

sketched in figure 2.1, where the free surface and the

bottom topography are described by the equations

Z=ti(x, y, t) and z = h(x, y) respectively. The velocity

field is described by the components u, v, and w in the

coordinate system (x, y, z) shown in the figure.

Since the volume flux through the bottom and

surface boundaries has to be zero, the kinematic free

surface and bottom boundary conditions

w(z=n} + u(z-n) • |W v(z-n) • f| (2.3)

w(z=-h) = -u(z-h) • f| -v(z=-h) • || (2.4)

have to be satisfied in addition to the dynamic equations

(2.1) and (2.2).
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In the forthcoming derivations, the shorthand

X will be used to denote the vertical average

X = ¿ J Xdz (2.5)n
-h

of a quantity x> such that Hx is the integrated quantity.

Similarly, the deviations of x from the vertically aver¬

aged quantity x will be denoted by

X = X " X• (2.6)

Vertically integrating equation (2.1) and making

use of Leibniz's rule together with equations (2.3) and

(2.4) yields

It + Jx (Hu> + é (Hv) = °- (2-7)

Before integrating the momentum equations (2.2)

some a priori assumptions have to be made in regard to

the shallow water approximations. Assuming that the

water depth is small compared to the horizontal length

scale (say, the tidal wavelength) but large compared to

the vertical amplitude of the motion, it follows that

dw
dt

<< g (2.8)
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and therefore the vertical particle accelerations are

negligibly small. Also neglecting the vertical components

of the viscous stresses, the z-momentum equation (2.2c)

reduces to

0 = -9 - i ft • <2-9>

When integrated, the above equation yields the hydrostatic

pressure distribution

p = pg (n-z) + pQ (2.10)

where pQ is the atmospheric pressure of the water surface.
Integrating equations (2.2a,b) vertically by

making use of equations (2.10), (2.3), (2.4) and of

Leibniz's rule one arrives at

3Hu . 3Hu2 3HÚV
3t + 3x 3y

3Hv L 3Huv 3Hv2
3t 3x 3y

= -gH 3ri
_ J

3x

02

p Tbx
3 Hu

3x

1 t Myv"9
ay " p by" 3x

3Huv
3y

3Hv2
ay

+ »
P

i 3t - 3t
1 XX

+
' 3x 3y

3t 3x
yx yy

3X 3y (2.11b)

where

Tbx E Txz (z=-h) (2.12a)

Tby ryz (z=-h) (2.12b)
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are the bottom shear stresses. It has been assumed

here that no shear stresses or atmospheric pressure

variations are acting on the free surface.

Time averaging. Since turbulent flows are con¬

sidered here, equations (2.7) and (2.11) have to be

averaged over a representative turbulence time scale T in

order to obtain equations describing time mean properties.

For this purpose, the time average of a quantity x will

be denoted by

T

X = T f X dt (2.13)•'o

and deviations from this time mean property by

X' - X - X • (2.14)

Some preliminary assumptions will be made before

carrying out the time averaging. In free turbulent flows

(Schlichting, 1968, p. 531), the molecular diffusion terms

are usually much smaller than their turbulent counterparts.

Based on this fact, the laminar shear stress terms for

momentum (last two terms in equations 2.11a,b) can be

omitted. It will also be assumed that the water surface

displacement is small compared to the depth, that is,

n/h << 1. Therefore the total depth H will be replaced

by the still water depth h.



After the time averaging, the shallow water

equations (2.7) and (2.11) take the following form:

1 7

(2.15a)

h i ♦ ii ^+ é <h"v) = -gh I - ? v& (h'°2) - i <hW>

¿(hu'O -^(huV) (2.15b)

hI + !r<^ + £^2> = -9h! p VH(hW) - i (h^)

¿(hu'V) - Chv-M .
(2.15c)

It may be noted here that similar forms of the shallow

water equations (2.15) have also been derived elsewhere

(for example see Wang and Connor, 1975).

The bottom shear stresses in equations (2.15) are

usually expressed in terms of empirical formulae. Follow¬

ing Dronkers (1964), the average bottom stresses in shallow

water are given by

1 ~

p Tbx
(2.16)

1 ~

p Tby (2.17)
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where

q (2.18)

represents the magnitude of the horizontal velocity and

f is the Darcy-Weisbach friction coefficient. The friction

factor f is in general a function of the Reynolds number

and the ratio of the bottom roughness to the hydraulic ra'di us

except in fully rough regimes, where the dependence on

Reynolds number vanishes. The values of f for free

surface flows can be calculated through a procedure

analogous to that in Daily and Harleman (1966) used for

pipe flows.

2.2 Turbulent Jets in Shallow Water

2.2.1 Simplified Equations for Jets

For turbulent jet flows in shallow water (sketched

in Figure 2.2), the equations derived in the last section

can be simplified considerably. Jets, in being confined

to coherent flow regions, are similar to boundary layers

in which the lateral velocity and length scales are much

smaller than the longitudinal ones. In addition, equa¬

tions (2.15) can be simplified further by considering

shallow water motions in the near field of the inlet,
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following an order of magnitude analysis. For this pur¬

pose the scales of the motion are selected as in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1

Variable Seal e Variable Scale

t Ti u uo
X

. Lo V 5uo
y 4Lo

A

U ^uo
h ho

A

V

n ao TT' euo
v' £Uo

The parameters T , Lq, hQ, aQ, uQ correspond re¬
spectively to the time, length, surface displacement, and

velocity scales that characterize the flow. The coordinates

are selected such that the x-axis coincides with the jet

axis. The scale 6Lq is a measure of the boundary layer
thickness which corresponds in this case to the width of

the jet. It is therefore obvious from equation (2.15a)

that the small number ó has to be the ratio of the veloci¬

ties V and If. In later sections it will become appar¬

ent that the lateral velocity V = 0(au ), where the
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_ O
entrainment coefficient a is of order a = 0(10 ).

(Here, as well as in later usage, the notation x = 0(10n)
will imply 5 x 10n ^ < x £ 5 x 10n.) Therefore, the

order of magnitude for <5 is estimated as

6 = I = 0(a) = 0(10“2). (2.19)
u

The number p characterizes the deviations of the flow

properties from their vertical means and e characterizes

the ratio of turbulent fluctuations to the time mean

properties. These are small numbers roughly of the orders

V = 0 (1 0 ~1) (2.20)

e = 0(10_1). (2.21)

After scaling equations (2.15) based on the

parameters in Table 2.1, the following dimensionless

parameters appear:

K
T U ’

o o
(2.22)

Since the application here addresses itself to jets issu¬

ing from tidal inlets, magnitudes of these parameters

can be estimated at the outset. For tidal periods,
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Tq = 10^ sec., typically. Based on field observations (and
the discussions in Chapter 4) it may be argued that these

tidal jets may extend to offshore distances of around

Lq = 10 Km. The tidal velocities usually observed at
inlets are on the order of uQ = lm/sec. Assuming also

- 2 2
hQ = 10 m, aQ = 1 m, f = 10 and taking g = 10 m/sec
it is obvious that 6, y, e, k, and A constitute a set of

small numbers 5 0(10”^), while the numbers A and r may

be 0(1) or 1arger.

An additional small parameter arises due to the

boundary layer structure of turbulence since the apparent

shear stresses may be one order larger than the apparent

normal stresses, that is,

= 0(i>) (2.23a)

= 0(iM (2.24b)

where ip is a small number.

Finally, the relative magnitudes of the terms in

the governing equations (2.15) and the auxiliary expres¬

sions (2.16) and (2.17) are shown below each term in the

following:

u
1 2

u 1 v 1

V2
u‘ V '
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n + af (hu) + (hv> = 0 (2.25a)

k A 1 1

*14 (hir2) + 1 0.35) = -gh || - í 5q' - JL (hu2) - I; (huv)3t 3x

X 1

3y 3x 9y

kA

9 /■ 1-.TT •

ax (hi'2) -|r(hiv) (2.25b)

\p£‘ £T

6

*11 + 1 (hii) + ^ (hi2) - -gh §3t 3x

6X

W - h(h09)
kA <sr 6y2

& <h^>
6u2

W <huV) - |r (hv'2)
c2 ,ez’hr

(2.25c)

Terms which are £ 0(10”"*) are in general negligible with

respect to the 0(1) or larger terms. However, note that

the ratio e2/6 of two small numbers is not necessarily

small. In fact, by virtue of equations (2.19) and (2.21)

= 0(1) (2.26)



and therefore the corresponding terms cannot be

neglected.
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Since each individual term in equation (2.25c)

is of small order, say 0(6), the pressure gradient term

as a reactional force has to be the same order:

^ = 0(6) (2.27)

and by virtue of this result, the pressure gradient term

in equation (2.25b) is even smaller, with an order of

magnitude

kA = 0(62 ). (2.28)

Again, since v/U = 0(6), the local magnitude of

the velocity is approximately equal to the longitudinal

velocity,

-4- = /I + 0 (ó2) = 1 + 0(f2) (2.29)
M

and therefore q can be replaced by |u| in the governing

equations. Thus, neglecting all small terms in equations

(2.25), the simplified equations for shallow water

turbulent jets read as
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ÍT7 (hu) + ~~ (hv) 0 (2.30a)

(hu1v'). (2.30b)

2.2.2 General Solution for Bottom Frictional
Jets Over Variable Topography

Consider the turbulent jet flow produced by water

ebbing from a tidal inlet into a semi - infi nite ocean as

shown in figure 2.2. The water issuing from the inlet

entrains and is mixed with the ambient waters due to the

turbulent exchange of eddies. The flow is retarded by

the frictional resistance of the bottom and the depth

variations also affect the expansion of the jet. The

equations of motion (2.30) for this flow were derived in

the last section. Omitting the notations used before for

the vertical and time averaging these can be written as

& <hu2>+ % ^ - -1u2 (2.31a)

& <hu> + 4 (hv) = 0 (2.31b)
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z

Figure 2.2 Definition sketch for shallow water jet flows
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where F = - ph u1v' (using the old notation) is thex y

depth integrated turbulent shear stress acting laterally

on the flow. Since the flow is in the ebbing phase,

u|uj has been set equal to u2. These equations which
account for the effects of bottom friction and variable

depth can be reduced to the classical two-dimensional

turbulent jet equations (Schlichting, 1968, p. 682) for

a constant, frictionless bottom by simply taking f = 0 and

h = constant.

In obtaining solutions to equations (2.31),

the flow variables of interest are the velocity distribu¬

tion u(x,y) and the characteristic width b(x) in which

the motion is confined (see figure 2.2). Solutions to

these equations are then possible by assuming the velocity

profiles to be self-similar. The similarity hypothesis

has a firm basis in the case of classical turbulent jets

and wakes as demonstrated by both theory and experiments

(for general information on the subject see, for example,

Abramovich, 1963, and Schlichting, 1968). The self¬

similarity of velocity profiles will also be assumed in

the present case although it may be argued that this may

not hold in the case of a frictional bottom and variable

depth. Nevertheless, this assumption may be justified

intuitively if one reconsiders the shallow water approxi¬

mations. On this basis it is expected that any possible
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vertical gradients in velocity are not as strong to affect

the horizontal velocity profiles. Therefore it may be

assumed that the velocity profiles u(x,y) are self-similar.

This facilitates the integration of the equations of

motion (2.31) across the jet. The velocity u and the

shear force F vanish as y -* b, but there is a lateral

velocity vg due to the entrainment of the surrounding fluid
into the jet. Therefore, allowing only one dimensional

variations in depth: h = h(x) and integrating equations

(2.31) across the jet yields

bb

(2.32a)

b

(2.32b)

Various different similarity functions have been

developed based on different sets of hypotheses. Tollmien

(1945) has used Prandtl's mixing length hypothesis whereas

Reichardt (1951) and Goertler (1942) have found a differ¬

ent solution based on Prandtl's second hypothesis. Abramo¬

vich (1963) has shown that a simpler similarity function

can be used to represent the velocity distribution and has

compared it with experimental data. The functional form
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he used was adopted from Schlichting (1930) who initially

derived it for turbulent wakes (see Schlichting, 1968,

p, 691). Later, Stolzenbach and Harleman (1971) have

generalized the same functional form to the core region

of the jet and seem to get reasonable results from their

theory.

The profiles used here will be the ones adopted

by Stolzenbach and Harleman (1971). Taking b(x) and r(x)

to be the jet width and the core width respectively, and

xs to be the length of the core region as shown in
figure 2.2, the velocity profiles are

{f- = F(y) (2.33)
c

where the function F(y) is defined as follows: in the

Zone of Flow Establishment (ZOFE), x < xs:

; I y I > b

; r < | y | < b , CQ = y(2.34a)
; 0 < |y| < r

while in the Zone of Established Flow (ZOEF), x > x$:

F(y) =
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F(y) 2

I y I > b

O < [y I < b.
, C = (2.34b)

The entrainment velocity vg can be related to the center-
line velocity uc by

(2.35)v au
e c

where a is defined as the entrainment coefficient. The

above statement, which implies a proportionality between

the mean inflow velocity across the edge of the jet and

the local jet centerline velocity was initially introduced

by G. I. Taylor and was used later by Morton et al.

(1956). It has consequently been shown to be a useful

approximation in a variety of applications. The numerical

values of a will be obtained later by comparing the results

with experiments.

Now, using the self-similar velocity profiles

(equations 2.34) and the entrainment assumption (equation

2.35) in equations (2.32) yields the two ordinary differ¬

ential equations

(2.36a)

a h u
c<n? <h b uc V (2.36b)
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where

/ <f > «
o c

(2.37a)

(2.37b)

The inlet is modeled by a rectangular slot of width 2bQ
and depth hQ as in figure 2.2. The initial velocity of the
jet at the inlet is uQ. Using these as the appropriate
scales, equations (2.36) can be written in the normalized

form:

^ (I2 H B U2) = - y I2 B U2 (2.38a)

■k (Ii H B u) a H U (2.38b)

where £ = x/bQ and

fb
o (2.39a)8h
o

(2.39b)

(2.39c)

(2.39 d)
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The core width r(x) will also be normalized as

RU) =
r (2.39e)

Noting by virtue of equations (2.33) and (2.34) that

4
o

4-R/B
1-R/B

or ? M_ R) r + -u B S B (2.40)

equations (2.37) can be written as

T = — +1(1-—)M b 1 r1 b

T = — +i(i~—)12 B + 12' B;

(2.41a)

(2.41b)

where

J ^

I! = f (1 -?1 ‘5) d? = 0.450 (2.42a)
o

J ^

Í £ = / (1 - £1 * 5) d? = 0.316 (2.42b)
o

are numerical constants. Therefore it is seen from equa¬

tions (2.41) that the quantities T-j and T2 may vary with
distance only within the ZOFE since, as ^ Cs = xs/bQ,
R -> 0. For £ > £s, the core width R = 0, and therefore
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¡1 and take on the constant values I-j and ^ by virtue
of equations (2.41). The integration of equations (2.38)
for the unknowns R and B in the ZOFE and U and B in the

ZOEF is quite straightforward using the initial conditions

H(0) = 1, R(0) = 1, B(0) = 1, U(0) = 1. (2.43)

Thus, equation (2.38a) can be integrated at once to

yield

12 H B U2 = exp [- p /C d£'] = JU) 2.44)

in which the initial conditions (2.43) have been invoked

and it has also been noted that T^B ->-1 as £ -> 0.
Equation (2.38b) has to be integrated separately

in the two zones of the jet. In the ZOFE, the centerline

velocity uc = uQ by virtue of equation (2.33) and the
initial conditions (2.43). Therefore, by setting U = 1

in the ZOFE, equation (2.38b) is integrated to yield

I, H B = a I H(C') d?' + 1 s G(S) (2.45)
J

0

where it has been noted that I-jB -*■ 0 as £ -»• 0. Therefore
the solutions for the two unknowns R and B in the ZOFE fol¬

low from equations (2.44) and (2.45) by setting U = 1 in
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the former equation and utilizing equations (2.41):

i^U) - i2g(s)
(I - I 2 ) H(C)

(2.46a)

(1 - 12 )G(C) - (1-I1)J(?)
(IrI2) H(C)

(2.46b)

To obtain solutions for the unknowns U and B in

the ZOE F, equation (2.44) is first utilized to put equa¬

tion (2.38b) into the form

_d_
d€

aI2HJ
-rpF

(2.47)

where it has been noted that I-| = I-| and ^ by
virtue of equations (2.41) since R (£ > £s) = 0. Then,
equation (2.47) can readily be integrated from E,= xs/bQ
to £ > 5S, yielding

\ tzU) =
al^ H(5') 0(5') dC + h2 <es)- (2.48)

The constant of integration j Y2 (£s) is determined by
requiring continuity of the centerline velocity U at E, = £s-
Thus by evaluating equation (2.48) at E, = Es it is seen

that
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1 vHU =

u2(Cs)
=

? 02(cs), (2.49)

since U(?s) = U(C < E, ) = 1. Substituting equation (2.49)
into (2.48) there follows

U = (2.50a)
[J2(CS) + SU)V2

and substituting this result back into equation (2.44) and

taking ^ = I2 gives

[J2(?J + S(01
B = 5 (2.50b)

I2 H(C) J(C)

where

2al9 fC
SU) = "j—^ / H(C) J(D dr. (2.51)*1

This completes the general similarity solutions to

equations (2.31), with equations (2.46) and (2.50)

constituting the respective solutions in the ZOFE and the

ZOEF. The point £s = xc/t>0 where the ZOFE terminates is
found from the roots of the equation R(£s) = 0 with R given
by equation (2.46a).
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2.2.3 Jets on a Frictionless Bottom
of Constant Depth

It has been remarked earlier that the governing

equations (2.31) can be reduced to the classical jet equa¬

tions in the case of a frictionless bottom with constant

depth. Similarly the solutions in equations (2.46) and

(2.50) can be reduced to those describing classical two-

dimensional jets by substituting h = const and f = 0. Thus

in the ZOFE, the simplified solutions are

aln
R = 1 ■

I -I ?M l2 (2.52a)

1 - 12B “ 1 + “

iri2 ? (2.52b)

whereas in the ZOEF they take the following form:

2al -h
U = [1 + U-5J]

M S
(2.53a)

1 2al
b = 4— ci + (e-es)l.l2 M s

(2.53b)

Thus, the dependences on £ of the jet properties observed

from the above solutions are identical to those obtained
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from classical turbulent jet solutions; i.e., the core

and the jet widths are shown to obey linear variations,

whereas the centerline velocity decays as C-'1 (see for

example Daily and Harleman, 1966, p. 415).

The numerical value of the entrainment coefficient

a, which has been left unknown earlier, can now be obtained

by comparing the simplified solutions in equations (2.52)

and (2.53) with the available experimental data and/or

analytical solutions for classical jets. For example, if

one had empirical knowledge of the growth rate of the

shear layer thickness B-R (in the ZOFE) and the growth

rate e^ of the jet width B (in the ZOEF); by virtue of
equations (2.52) and (2.53b), the relations

d(B-R) _

d5 " 1
a

in the ZOFE and

(2.54a)

dB
_ _ 2a

d? 2 ' I, (2.54b)

in the ZOEF could be used for obtaining the numerical

values of a. Stolzenbach and Harleman (1971) have also

used this approach in obtaining their entrainment coeffi¬

cient and have arrived at the same results as in equations
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(2.54a) and (2.54b). For the growth rates they have

assumed e-| = = 0.22. Abramovich ( 1 963) has observed
different growth rates in the two regions of the jet and

reports them as e-j = 0.27 and ~ 0.22. By using results
due to Abramovich, it follows from equations (2.54) that

a = a-| = 0.036 (2.55a)

in the ZOFE and

a = (*2 = 0.050 (2.55b)

in the Z0EF.

Next, the simplified solutions in equations (2.52)

and (2.53) are compared with the available information on

two-dimensional turbulent jets. The predictions of the

centerline velocity and the jet width shown in figures

2.3 and 2.4 indicate a fair agreement with the previous

theories and experimental results. Thus, it can be said

that the present theory predicts jet properties accurately

when the bottom is frictionless and has constant depth.

Other possible comparisons include jet properties such

as volume and energy flux variations with offshore distance.

The normalized forms of the volume flux Q/Q0 and the energy
flux E/EQ as given by Albertson et al. ( 1 950) are calculated



£
Figure 2.3 Variation of centerline velocity for jets on a frictionless, constant

bottom (f = 0, h = constant) CO
CO



Figure 2.4 Variation of half-width for jets on a frictionless, constant bottom
(f = 0, h = constant)
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from the present solutions as

b

o u d* B U I -| (2.56a)

l (u2 + v2) u dy

u3 b
o o

(1 + a2) B U3 Ig. (2.56b)

Here T-j is the previously calculated function given by
equation (2.41a) in the ZOFE and Tg is a similar function
which can be expressed as

K + i (i - —)
B + o' B; (2.57)

Here

r1
I6 = J (1 - £1 ‘ 5) d? = 0.251 (2.58)

o

s

is a numerical constant corresponding also to the value of

the function Ig in the ZOEF. The fluxes of volume and
energy calculated from equations (2.56a) and (2.56b) are

compared in figures 2.5(a) and 2.5(b) with the experimental

and theoretical results due to Albertson et al . (1 950).
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Figure 2.5 (a) Volume flux and (b) energy flux variations
for jets on a frictionless, constant bottom
(f = 0, h = constant)
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The accuracy of the present solution is also demonstrated

here .

2.2.4 Bottom Frictional Jets
with Constant Depth

In this section bottom frictional effects are

examined for a constant depth. Therefore, taking H = 1

in equations (2.46) and (2.50), these solutions simplify

to more specific forms. Thus, in the ZOFE, £ < £s:

-V?
I -i e - I o (1 + a£)

R = -J T f (2.59a)i] - l2

-P?
(I-I2)(1 + o5) - (1-IJ e

B - -—f y ! (2.59b)
11 " 12

and in the ZOEF, £ > £s:

(2.60a)

B (2.60b)
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The above solutions reveal the exponential

dependence of the centerline velocity and the jet width on

distance. In fact, the jet width grows and the centerline

velocity decays exponentially for sufficiently large

distances away from the inlet as opposed to the linear

growth of the classical two-dimensional turbulent jet
_ y

in which the centerline velocity would decay as £ 2,

hence much slower. In the presence of bottom friction,

a linear behavior is found only near the inlet and in the

ZOFE since, as £ + 0, B - 1 +[(1-12) + (1 -11)y]?/(In-I2 ).
Nevertheless, even in this situation the rate of growth

of the jet width is altered from its frictionless value

(1 -12 )ot/ (11 -12 ) because y = 0(a), typically.
The features of the bottom-fricti ora 1 jet are

displayed in figure 2.6 where y = fbQ/8ho is kept as a
parameter. The parameter y combines a number of effects,

such that when the friction is large or the inlet width

is large compared to depth, the jet merely explodes as

it faces the bottom resistance and loses its momentum.

Since a value of y = 1/20 may be considered as typical, it

may be inferred from figure 2.6 that the bottom friction

plays an important role in the jet dynamics provided that

the variations in depth are sufficiently small. One also

notes in figure 2.6 that the important features of the jet
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Figure 2.6 Bottom frictional jet over constant bottom
(a) jet half-width, (b) centerline velocity
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characteristics can be inferred without considering the

ZOFE whose extent is suppressed by the frictional re¬

sistance. This will be done in the later analysis.

A possible field evidence for the explosive growth

of the bottom-frictiona1 jet may be seen in an aerial

photograph of Redfish Pass, Florida, shown in figure 2.7.

The ebb currents which are superposed onto the photograph

indicate a rapid widening of the jet. This is perhaps

further strengthened by the sedimentary features.

The fast growth rate of the bottom-frictiona1 jet

has been demonstrated in a number of other studies. In

investigating the structure of a jet in a rotating system,

Gadgil (1971) has examined the effect of laminar Ekman

boundary layers which develop at the top and bottom solid

boundaries of a two-dimensional laminar jet. It has been

found that when the rotation effects are sufficiently

large, the jet spreads out much faster than the classical

jet in the same manner as in the present solution. It

has also been shown that the jet, having lost all of its

momentum against friction, begins to eject fluid into the

surrounding. In experiments carried out for jets in

rotating basins, Savage and Sobey (1975) have found that

jets in shallow waters exhibit faster spreading rates than

jets in deep waters. In a study concerning exchange
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Figure 2. 7 Ebbing flow at Redfish Pass, Florida
(University of Florida, Coastal Engineering
Archives)
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characteristics of inlets, Taylor and Dean (1974) have

also found an exponentially growing jet which expands as

e^^ whereas the growth in the present theory is as e^
hence, faster. This is because they neglect the lateral

entrainment and assume the velocity to be uniform across

the jet. Borichansky and Mikhailov (1966) have analyzed

flows near river mouths in a tideless sea. Their theory

includes both the bottom friction and the variations in

depth, however, in accounting for the lateral friction on

the jet they have used a friction factor analogous to the

bottom friction coefficient, and have also neglected the

lateral entrainment into the jet. It is interesting to

note that due to the bottom friction Borichansky and Mikhai¬

lov also find an exponentially decaying mean velocity and

an exponential increase of the jet width, but, they are

led to erroneous results since they have assumed the

integral momentum of the jet to be conserved as opposed to

the present theory.

2.2.5 Bottom Frictional Jets on a

Linearly Varying Topography

The effects of depth variations are investigated

by taking a linearly varying depth:



h (x) = h + mx
o (2.61)

where m is the slope. In normalized form this is

HU) = 1 + v£ (2,62)

where v = mbQ/ho is the slope parameter. Using equation
(2.62), the general solutions in equations (2.46) and

(2.50) can be expressed as

_ y
11H v - I2(l+a5+ ^S2)

R -

-—nrr---,7)-h—— (2-63a)

y

(l-I2)(l+a5+ Z7) - (1-K) H v
b

—-a7--"i7)-H — (2-63fa)

in the ZOFE U < ^ ) anc^

H-y/v
r,.-2y/v 2aT2 /.,2-y/v ,,2-y/v,^LHs + T1(2v-y) {H " H2 )J

(2.64a)
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T7U^)
B (2.64b)

I2 H 1 ~^/v

in the ZOEF (£ > Cs)» where Hs is the depth when £ = .

In the solutions (2.64), the effect of variations

in depth, the bottom friction and the lateral entrainment

on the dynamics of the jet are expressed, respectively,

by v, y, and a. The roles of parameters y and a have al¬

ready been considered in the last section by setting

v = 0. It is therefore appropriate to first inquire in

the effect of the variable bathymetry by neglecting fric¬

tion and the lateral entrainment. Taking y = 0, a = 0 it

follows from equations (2.64) that

(2.65)B = 1 /12 H , U = 1

that is, with increasing depth, the jet contracts and the

centerline velocity remains a constant. This agrees with

Arthur's (1962) results. The contraction of the jet with

increasing depth is due to mass conservation because the

velocity U does not vary with distance.

Next, taking a f 0 but keeping y = 0, that is,

allowing for lateral entrainment, the jet width in equa¬

tion (2.64b) simplifies to
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B (2.66)

It can be inferred from equation (2.66) that near £ = £

(i.e., H - Hs) the effect due to the depth change will
dominate while, as H B ^(0?/^ + a/vl^) so that
the jet growth is linear as in the case of the classical

jet; however, it is worth remarking that the rate of growth

is only half that given by equation (2.53). Consequently,

the jet will tend to contract first and then expand. Note

that this result will hold for v > 0. For v < 0 (decreas¬

ing depth), the bottom will intersect the surface at a

distance £ = l/|v| and near this region the jet will grow

as B o- 1/H. Thus, for negative slopes the jet expands both

due to decrease in depth and the lateral entrainment.

On the other hand, if the entrainment can be

neglected (a = 0) but not the bottom friction, then it

follows from equation (2.64b) that

B = H¡zy/v / I2H1_y/v (2.67)

It is now seen that for positive slopes (v > 0) the jet

will contract if v > y and expand if v < y. In the former
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situation the depth effect, which contracts the jet, is

suppressing the jet growth resulting from the bottom fric¬

tion while in the latter case the bottom friction effect

dominates. If y = v the two effects are in balance so

the width of the jet remains the same with distance off¬

shore. Finally, for v < 0 the jet expands since the bottom

friction effect is enhanced by the decrease in depth.

It is clear from the preceding discussions of

the various limiting cases that, under general circum¬

stances, the effect of increasing depth is to counteract

the effects of the bottom friction and the lateral entrain¬

ment. For decreasing depth with distance offshore, the

three effects will be acting the same way to lead to the

expansion of the jet. These points are further demon¬

strated in figure 2.8 keeping v as a parameter and fixing

the values of y and a. The values of a are used as given

by equations (2.55). It is seen that the effect of bottom

topographical variations on jet expansion are overwhelming

because, even for slopes as small as that corresponding

to v = 0.01, the exponentially growing extent of the

bottom-frictional jet is altered significantly. The

velocity, however, does not exhibit any significant vari¬

ations with v.
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Figure 2.8 Jet characteristics over a linearly varying
bottom, y = 0.05 (a) jet half-width
(b) centerline velocity (Dotted line is an
assymptote for v = -0.03)
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It is worth noting that for y = vequations

(2.64) lead to

U 1
H [ Hi 2 +

2al 2

T7 (2.68a)

B
2 ot I 2

(2.68b)

that is, the bottom-friction effect is in balance with

the effect of the depth increase so that the jet expands

linearly with distance as a result of the lateral entrain¬

ment alone as in the case of the classical jet. In fact,

the jet width given by equation (2.68b) is identical to

that given by equation (2.53b) apart from a slight shift

in the coordinate E,. The velocity variations, however,

differ from the classical jet because the decay here is

as H-3^2 hence, faster.

Finally, it can be seen from equation (2,64b) that

there is an apparent singularity in jet expansion for

2v = y. Upon carrying out the limit as y 4 2v it can

be shown that
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B =

2a I

vi- (2.69)

that is, the jet grows linearly near the inlet (H -* Hg)
but the growth is logarithmic as (H Zn H) at far distances

away from the inlet.

In conclusion, it can be stated that depending on

the relative orders of magnitude of the parameters p and v

and a, the behavior of the jet is changed dramatically

from an exponential to a linear to logarithmic behavior.

Experiments. Although experimental data on jet

properties are highly desirable for comparing with the

present solutions, undertaking such detailed measurements

are not attempted within the context of the present work.

Therefore measurements of only a preliminary nature were

conducted to complement the an lytical results. The model

used in the experiments consis .ed of an inlet constructed

on a sloping bottom. The general layout of the model is

shown in figure 2.9. The inc ined bottom pre-existed in

the model basin and had a slcpe of m = 0.025. The inlet

half-width and depth were bQ = 10 cm and hQ = 5 cm, re¬
spectively. Thus, assuming a friction factor of f = 0.02

yields y ~ 0.05 and v - 0.05 for the values of the friction

and the slope parameters. This assumption for the friction
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coefficient is not unreasonable when considering a rough-

ness height of Ks = 10 cm (for concrete bottom) and
assuming that the flow is in the fully rough regime. The

value of f = 0.02 can then be calculated from Moody dia¬

grams that are available, for example, in Daily and

Harleman ( 1 966).

The measurements of the jet centerline velocity

were done as follows: A jet flow is formed on the ocean

side of the inlet model by discharging water on one side

of the basin and withdrawing the same amount from the other

end. A steady flow was assured by adjusting the discharge

rates and letting the water levels reach constant values

at the points H-| and H^ (see figure 2.9) where they were
measured by point gauges. Then the velocity was measured

along the centerline A-A' (figure 2.9). The velocities

were obtained with a Type 265 Kent Miniflometer kit that

had previously been used and documented by Jones (1975).
Measurements of the centerline velocity obtained

in five individual experiments demonstrate a fair agree¬

ment with the analytical solution as shown in figure 2.10.

The importance of the bottom friction is also displayed

in figure 2.10 since the analytical solution for a fric¬

tionless bottom (y = 0) differs significantly from the

observed variation of the centerline velocity.
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£

Figure 2.10 Centerline velocity for a jet on linearly
varying bottom topography
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2.2.6 Jets on Arbitrary
Bottom Topography

The general solutions obtained in section 2.2.2

are valid for arbitrary one-dimensional depth variations

H = H(^). Therefore, only a minimal effort has to be

made, i.e., the solutions have to be evaluated by numeri¬

cal quadrature, when the depth varies in an arbitrary manner.

Such example calculations are performed in this section.

An example: Now, consider an example where the

depth changes are modeled by

H = 0.826 {1 + 0.02£ + 4.0 [ - tan"1 0.2 (£-30) + 0.5]} (2.70)
TT

as shown in figure 2.11a. The variation in equation

(2.70) is such that the bottom slope changes smoothly from

a mild to a steeper one and then back to the same mild

slope; with increasing distance £. The solutions obtained

from equations (2.46) and (2.50) are shown in figures 2.11b

and 2.11c. The jet expands initially, stays of constant

width over the steep section and starts expanding when

the slope becomes mild again. Over the steep slope the

jet expansion due to the bottom friction is counter¬

balanced by the contraction due to the increase in depth.

The velocity variation does not demonstrate significant

changes.
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(a)

Figure 2.11 An example of arbitrary depth variations,
U = 0.05;(a) depth variations, (b) jet half¬
width, (c) centerline velocity
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Calculations for a prototype inlet: In this

section the present results are compared with what can be

obtained from the aerial photographs of an actual inlet.

A series of aerial photographs of Jupiter Inlet,

Florida, taken on a relatively calm day in June 1973 are

unique in showing the jet boundary clearly (figures

2.12a»b). The bathymetric map of the inlet's vicinity is

shown in figure 2.13. A three-dimensional view of the bottom

topography is provided in figure 2.14. Using figures 2.13

or 2.14, it can be inferred from the aerial photographs

that the jet expands in passing over the shoals and con¬

tracts afterwards as the depth increases (unfortunately,

the view of the section of the jet beyond the region where

its width is varying slowly was not photographed).

A sample calculation is made by finding an average

one-dimensional bottom variation shown on the top of

figure 2.15. In the calculation, the inlet half width

and the depth are taken to be bQ = 50 m and hQ = 3 m,
respectively. The friction coefficient f was set equal

to 0.02 implying y = 0.04. The variation of the jet width

calculated from the theory is compared in figure 2.15 with

its actual values estimated from the aerial photographs

(see Appendix A). In view of the uncertainties, the

result seems to be satisfactory.
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Jet development at Jupiter
Florida (1973 photographs,
Cey1 an 1 i )

Figure 2.12(a)(b) Inlet
Ziya
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Figure 2.13 Bathymetric map of Jupiter Inlet and vicinity
(depth in meters based on 1967 data)



Figure 2.14 Three dimensional
(1967)

plot of the bottom topography near Jupiter Inlet
CT>
CO

I
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Figure 2.15 Comparison with the jet characteristics at
Jupiter Inlet; (a) depth variations,
(b) jet half-width, (c) centerline velocity
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2.3 Curved Jets in the Presence
of Cross-Currents

2.3.1 Equations for Deflected Jets

Jets in cross-currents will be deflected sideways

in reaction to the forces exerted on them. These cross¬

currents may have originated in the receiving water body

due to a multiplicity of reasons such as wind stresses

acting on the water surface, waves breaking at an angle

with the shoreline or alongshore components of tidal cur¬

rents. In the last section equations (2.30) were derived

for shallow water jets; however, these did not account for

the jet curvature due to cross-currents. Since gently

curving jets are most suitably described in locally cylin¬

drical coordinates, a change of coordinates is performed

in this section.

In the last section, equations (2.25) were simpli¬

fied by omitting terms pertaining to the unsteadiness,

pressure gradients, dispersion and normal components of

the turbulent diffusion. The lateral component of the

momentum equation was also dropped. However, in deflected

jets not all of these terms can be neglected. Pressure

gradient terms must be retained since the deflection of

the jet materializes in response to pressure forces

exerted by the cross-current. In addition, since the
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Jet is curving, both components of the momentum equation

and the turbulent diffusion terms will be kept. However,

the unsteady terms and dispersion terms may be omitted at

the outset, since they contribute nothing. Furthermore,

since the dispersion terms are neglected, the overbars

denoting vertical averages may also be dropped. Thus,

equations (2.25) can be written as

V . (hu) = 0 (2.71a)

(u. V)hQ = - ghVrj - ^ u | u | - (u1 .V)hu' (2.71b)

where u = (u,v) and u' = u',v') are vectors, representing

respectively the mean and the fluctuating components of

velocity and V si + j denotes the two-dimensional
o x ay

gradient operator.

y

Figure 2.16 Polar coordinates
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Now consider the system of polar coordinates

shown in figure 2.16. Equation (2.71a) can be expressed

as

3hur
3r

1
r 30

0 (2.72)

where ü and u_ are the velocity components parallel to
I 0

the unit vectors e and ? respectively (see figure 2.16)r y

and r and e the new coordinates.

For writing equation (2.71b) in polar coordinates,

first note that for any arbitrary vector t = (a .aQ) it

can be shown that

3ha„ ha a a„ 3ha„
<*•*)"* - <‘r ^ + -V + T -55a)

3ha a 3ha ha
+ (a L + -2. L _ 2_\ tv r 3r r 30 r ' r

(2.73)

Thus by virtue of equation (2.73) the components of the

momentum equation in polar coordinates are



II ^6
3r

hVr
, °9 3hae

r r 30 -1 V -u r

3hu¿
3r

hu‘u1
0 r u¿ 3hu¿

r 30 (2.74a)

3hu u 3hu
U + — L
r 3r r 30

fD5 u, !Ü1
r 8 rq "ur 3r ' r 39 r

(2.74b)

The above equations may then be put into a more compact

form by making use of the continuity equations for the

mean and fluctuating velocity components. The continuity

equation for fluctuations may be obtained by subtracting

equation (2.15a) from (2.7). Thus, by neglecting the

unsteady terms and converting into polar coordinates,

3hu‘ hu'
- ■ + —L

3 r r
x shu;
r 30

0. (2.75)

Next, equations (2.72) and (2.75) are multiplied by uQ and
u' respectively, time averaged, and then added to equation

D

(2.74a). The same is done for the radial component of

the momentum equation but this time equations (2.72) and

(2.75) are multiplied by up and uj, respectively, time
averaged, and added to equation (2.74b). Thus,
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1 9hDe 3hVr
r 30 + 3r

2hunu , „~
, 9 r _ jjh 3n

r ' r 39 I V "
1 9hu¿2
r 30

3hu¿ur' 2hu¿u¿,
3r r~~ (2.76a)

i 3hu uQ 3hu2 hu2 hu2]_ r 0 r 0 + r
r 30 3r " r r

3n f ~ ~■9h 3? - 8 ur9
i 3hu'u'1 r 0
r 30

3hu12 hu'2 hu'2
_r_ + 0 _ r

3r r r (2.76b)

are the final forms of the momentum equations (2.74).

2.3.2 Flows in the Presence
of Cross-Currents

The equations derived in section 2.3.1 can now be

applied to jets bending in response to cross-currents.

The cross-currents are assumed to be constant in the

alongshore direction but variations in the offshore direc¬

tion are allowed. The velocity profiles are modified

locally as shown in figure 2.17 due to the co-flowing
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Figure 2.17 Definition sketch for jets in cross-currents
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component, of the cross-current velocity. The following

additional assumptions are made:1.The jet bending is assumed to be gradual,

such that

u= cos 0d
« i (2.77)

2. It is assumed that the velocity profiles and

other jet properties are symmetrical with respect to the

jet centerline.

3. The entrainment by the jet is assumed suf¬

ficiently small with

v sine
e (2.78)

such that the entrained flow does not modify the cross¬

current in a significant manner. These assumptions are

tantamount to the assertion that the interactions between

the jet and the cross-flow are weak. In other words, the

approach used herein is not applicable to strongly bending

or attached jets. For a gradually bending jet (see

Stolzenbach and Harleman, 1971) one can define a local

cylindrical coordinate system
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dx* = - r d0

dy, dr

(2.79)

(2.80)

(see figure 2.17), where the coordinates x*, y* are

attached to the centerline of the jet. After setting

u0 = u , ur = v , - u¿ = u' , u¿ = v' , (2.81)

making use of equations (2.79) and (2.80) and neglecting

small terms, equations (2.72) and (2.77) can be written

as

(2.82a)

%+ W* -2 (t> -102+ 2<ft>hu'v' (2-82b)

3h-uv + SfiÜ + ( d| , ha23x. 3y*
/ de x u~2 _ „u f r-.r-. 3huV( 3^) hv - -gh 8 uv -

hu'2 ♦ "V* • (2.82c)
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These equations can now be integrated across the jet

cross-section assuming that the velocity profiles are

self-similar. Furthermore, a potential flow is assumed

external to the jet. The entrainment velocity vg is pr-

portional to the centerline velocity uc as before:

v0 = a uc. (2.83)

The pressure force which deflects the jet can be calculated

from

where p = pgrj is the dynamic pressure. Taking a cross

section as shown in figure 2.18 and writing the Bernoulli

Figure 2.18 Cross-sectional pattern of flow in the y*-zp1ane
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equation between the jet boundaries y* = +b and points

away from the jet at y* -»■ +«>one obtains:

(2.85a)

(2.85b)

Noting that

v(y* = +b) = -

ve

v(y* = -b) = + "e

Q(y* = + b) II a CT *
ii -b) = ü cose

a

v(y*^+°°) = - D sine
a

- *e
v(y*->- co) = - ü

= sine
a

+ ^e

(2.86)

and substituting equations (2.85) into equation (2.84)

yields

+ b ~~

/ -gh dy* = 2 vg ua sine (2.87)
- b ^ *

Thus, with the substitution of the pressure force

term in equation (2.87), the integrated equations (2.82)
read:
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b

j-- (h / u dy*) = a h uc (2.88a)* o

b b

(h / u2dy*) = -Í- / Q2dy* + ah uc ua cos0 (2.88b)x* o o

b

^ *(h I u2dy*) = - ah ucua sin0 . (2.88c)•k r\

Now, making use of the notations for I-j and in equa¬
tions (2.37) and dropping the unnecessary time averaging

notation these can be written as

37* <b b “c T!>

37* <h b uc T2>

37* <hbuc T2>

a h uc

a h u. u cos0
a C

= - a h u3 u „ sin@
a C

(2.89a)

(2.89b)

(2.89c)

or in the normalized form as
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¿ (I -j HBU)=aHU*

(2.90a)

~ (I2 H B U2) = a H UA U cose - yl2 B U2 (2.90b)

a UA sin0 (2.90c)

where = ua/uQ and £* = x*/bQ has been defined in addi¬
tion to the normalized variables in equations (2.39). Two

extra relations arise by relating the cartesian coordinates

£ = x/bQ and x = y/bQ to the curvilinear coordinate £*:

-J? - sine (2.9 0 d)

(2.90e)

Equations (2.90) constitute five simultaneous ordinary

differential equations to be solved for the sets of five

unknown variables R, B, 6, E,, x in the ZOFE and U, B, 0,

x in the ZOEF. Solutions to equations (2.90) will
be obtained by numerical integration.

The functions T-| and can be obtained by carrying
out the integrations in equations (2.37), but this procedure
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is slightly different than before since the self-similar

velocity profiles are altered by the co-flowing component

of the cross-current as seen in figure 2.16. Following

Abramovich (1963) and Stolzenbach and Harleman (1971),

the similarity profiles in a co-flowing stream can be

expressed as

u - u, COS0
f = F(y*) (2.91

c a

where the function F(y.v) is defined by equations (2.34)

when y is replaced by y*. Thus, it follows from equation

(2.91) that

= !ii cos0 [ 1 -F(y*)] + F(y*)
c c

U
A

= -f c o s 0 [1-F(U] + F(?) (2.92)

where % = y*/b is the normalized coordinate. Using equation

(2.93) in equations (2.37) yields expressions for T-j and
. In the ZOFE, making a change of variables as in equa¬

tion (2.40) yields
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!i =t +
U

^ COS 0 ] (1-|) (2.93a)

R ufl UA R
I2 = £ + [ 12+2 (I -j -12) -jp cose + (1-2I1+I2) ~ cos2e](l-^) (2.93b)

where I-| and 12 are constants defined in equations (2.42).
It is worth noting that in the absence of cross-currents

(U^ = 0), equations (2.93) reduce to equations (2.41).
The centerline velocity is constant in the ZOFE, therefore

it follows that U = 1 in equations (2.93). The correspond¬

ing expressions in the ZOEF can be obtained carrying out

the integrations in equations (2.37) using (2.92) and

(2.34b), or by simply setting R = 0 in equations (2.93).
Thus in the ZOEF

Ua
I-, = + (1-1-,) -jj- cos0 (2.94a)

U,'A UA
I? = I2 + 2(I1-I2) cos0 + (1-21,+Ig) ~ COS2 0 (2.94b)

A set of example calculations obtained by numeri¬

cally integrating equations (2.90) is displayed in figure

2.19. The equations were solved on IBM 370 using the IBM

Scientific Subroutine Package routine DHPCG. The
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Figure 2.19 Jet characteristics for jets in cross-currents,
U = 0.02; (a) jet half-width, (b) centerline
trajectory
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routine solves sets of first order differential equations

with given initial values using Hammings Modified Predictor-

Corrector Method. The cross-current is assumed to be

constant with offshore distance. With increasing magnitude

of the cross-current, the jet bends more and the jet expan¬

sion is greatly reduced. The supression of the jet expan¬

sion is due to the addition of momentum by the co-flowing

component of the ambient current. The jet centerline

velocity however does not seem to be influenced to a great

extent and therefore it is not shown.

Finally, photographical evidence for jet bending

is presented in figures 2.20 and 2.21. Wind driven cur¬

rents are probably responsible for the gentle curvature

observed in the first picture. In the second photograph,

a shoreline attached jet is observed. The inclination

with respect to the shoreline of the breaking waves indi¬

cates the presence of a strong longshore current which

bends over the jet and attaches it to the beach. The

curved jetty on the north side of the inlet may have also

helped the jet bending. The present theory obviously

does not apply to such recirculating flows.



Figure 2.20 Curved jet at Bakers Haulover, Florida (University of Florida
Coastal Engineering Archives)
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Figure 2.21 Strongly curved jet at South Lake Worth Inlet, Florida (University
of Florida, Coastal Engineering Archives)
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CHAPTER 3

MASS TRANSPORT IN THE VICINITY
OF TIDAL INLETS

Effluents from tidal inlets and fresh water outflows

from river mouths usually carry materials in solution or sus¬

pension. The diffusion of these materials and the mixing
with the ambient water determine their ultimate distribu¬

tion. The material may consist of pollutants or suspended

sediments which may originate in the bay or lagoon areas or

may be entrained into the effluent from the adjacent littoral

system. Therefore a generalized formulation will be used
in this chapter in analyzing the turbulent jet diffusion

processes in shallow water based on the hydrodynamic aspects
studied in Chapter 2. The effects of bottom friction, vari¬

able depth, cross-currents, as well as ambient concentra¬

tions of material in the receiving water are included.

The theoretical analysis is applied to the diffusion of

pollutants and suspended sediments. In the case of sedi¬
ments or other pollutants that may settle, the bottom

accumulation or depletion rates are also predicted. Re¬

sults of the theory are then used in studying the mixing

and exchange mechanisms of a bay-inlet-ocean system.

83
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3.1 Shallow Water Diffusion Equation

The conservation of mass of the materials in solu¬

tion or suspension is expressed by the diffusion equation.

For a homogenous fluid carrying passive constituents which

experience gravitational settling, the diffusion equation

(Nihoul and Adam, 1975; Csanady, 1973, p. 7 and p. 43) is

3c 3uc 3uc 3wc
3t 3x 3y 3z

D ( 32c , 32c , 32c
S3F + W ^ ) +

3wsc
3Z (3.1)

where c is the concentration (in arbitrary units) of the

substance, D is the molecular diffusivity, and w$ the
settling velocity. The last term in equation (3.1) ex¬

presses the rate of change of the vertical flux due to

settling. When the material in suspension consists of

particles with a density slightly greater than that of

the fluid medium, they settle to the bottom with a terminal

velocity ws. One of the main assumptions used in deriving
equation (3.1) is that the concentration (in units of mass/

volume) of the material in solution is small with respect

to the density of the original fluid; hence, the density

of the mixture is nearly uniform throughout the fluid domain

and the small density variations do not contribute to the

momentum balance in equation (2.2).
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Integrating equation (3.1) vertically over depth

yields

3Hc 3Huc 3Hvc
_ 32c 3Hue

_ 3Hvd + Q (3.2)3t 3x 3y 3x2 3x 3y

where

is the vertical flux of material through the bottom and

free surface boundaries. In obtaining equation (3.2), use

has been made of the Leibniz's rule, the boundary condi¬

tions in equations (2.3) and (2.4), and the notations de¬

fined in equations (2.5) and (2.6). Neglecting the molecu¬

lar diffusion terms (first two terms on the right-hand side

of equation 3.2) and assuming the water surface displace¬

ment q to be much smaller than the depth h, the time aver¬

aged form of equation (3.2) is

(3.4)
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where time averages and fluctuations are shown by the

notations in equations (2.13) and (2.14).

The mean (over time) vertical flux Q is usually

given by empirical formulae. For non-settling material
there is no loss of material at the bottom; therefore,

Q = 0 . (3.5)

For suspended materials which settle, Q f 0 and generally

depends on the settling velocity of the particles and the

local values of the bottom shear stress and concentration.

Nihoul (1975) and Nihoul and Adam (1975) have suggested

that the vertical flux of material is proportional to

the bottom shear stress in excess of a critical value such

that

Vcr* (3.6)

where

T
b

'2

(3.7)

is the magnitude of the bottom shear stress, cr a criti¬
cal value (above x^ cr no deposition takes place) and k
a dimensional proportiona1ity constant. By virtue of
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equations (3.7), (2.16), (2.17), and (2.18), the total
shear stress is given by

Substituting equation (3.8) into (3.6) and requiring the

deposition rate in quiescent water (q = 0) to be

Q = - wsc (3.9)

yields the proportionality constant

Tb, cr

(3.10)

Therefore, substituting equations (3.10) and (3.8) in

equation (3.6) yields

Q = - wsc (3.11)

where qcr is the critical velocity q with cr>
The empirical formula in equation (3.11) has been

used by Nihoul and Adam (1975) for studying sediment dis¬

persion and settling in shallow water. Based on equation
(3.11), the suspended materials present in the fluid do¬
main are deposited at the bottom when the local velocity
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q is smaller than qcr- Conversely, the material on the
bottom is raised into suspension when q > qcr- Other
formulae have been suggested; however, the different forms

depend on the deposition or erosion ranges for which they

are utilized. Odd and Owen (1972) and Ariathurai and

Krone (1976) have also proposed formulae for deposition

rates that are identical to equation (3.11) except that

the latter have used a concentration dependent settling

velocity. The erosion rates of bottom sediments have been

found to obey a slightly different law by Partheniades

(1962) as

(3.12)Q = k

More recently, Cormault (1971) has suggested a formula

which is identical to the equation (3.11) when the co¬

efficient wsc is replaced by a constant whose magnitude
depends on the type of the sea floor.

In the present development the vertical concentra¬

tion flux is represented by equation (3.11) for both

deposition and erosion, following Nihoul and Adam (1975),

since a single theory which combines both ranges is not

readily available. It should be noted that equation (3.11)

is adopted as a model equation; hence, it may not ade¬

quately represent actual rates of deposition and erosion.
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Nevertheless, results to be presented indicate good

qualitative agreement with observed behavior.

3.2 Diffusion in Turbulent Jets

3.2.1 Simplified Equations for Jets

Following section 2.2.1, the new set of scales in

table 3.1 are supplemented to those given in table 2.1.

Table 3.1

Variable Scale

c co

c y 0

c' ro o
o

The scale cQ represents the order of magnitude of the
concentration of materials in the flow field and the pre¬

viously used scales p and e characterize the small devi¬

ations from the vertical and time mean values, respectively.

After scaling the diffusion equation (3.4), a new dimen¬

sionless parameter
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0
w„ Ls o

u h
0 0

(3.13)

appears as the order of magnitude of the vertical flux

term in equation (3.11). Using a typical settling

velocity of wg = 10~2 m/sec for sediment and other
characteristic magnitudes given in section 2.2.1, it can

be shown that the parameter 0 may be 0(1) or larger. The

small parameter A defined in equation (2.22) reappears

as the scale of the unsteadiness; thus, the scaled form

of the diffusion equation is

hit+ áí(h33) * é(h33)
A 1 1 y

2

(3.14)

£
2

£
2

6

Based on the preceding discussion and equations (2.20),

(2.21), and (2.26), terms with scales A,p2and £2 are

small (<_ 0(10_1))and therefore can be neglected; however,

terms of orders 1, 0, and e2/<5 have to be retained.

Using equation (2.29), equation (3.14) may be simplified

to
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^(hS!) + ¡jp-(hvc) = -wsc (3.15)

3.2.2 General Solution

Within the same order of accuracy used in Chapter 2,

concentration is assumed to be uniform vertically. The

presence of an ambient concentration distribution is

possible; however, for practical purposes a one dimensional
variation c = c (x) is used in the ambient concentration

a a

c . The basic variable to be calculated here is the con-

centration distribution c(x,y) (see figure 3.1), which is

determined by equation (3.15). Effects of bottom friction

and depth variations h = h(x) are also included in the

theory as in Chapter 2. It is worth noting that by assum¬

ing f = 0, h = constant, and w$ = 0 for a jet carrying
non-settling material on a frictionless constant bottom,

equations (2.30) and (3.15) reduce to the classical
turbulent jet equations

(3.16a)

3x 8y
aü' v

sy
(3.16b)

9UC
3x

9vc _ 3v'c'
3y 3y

(3.16c)
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y

.

Figure 3.1 Definition sketch for diffusion in shallow
water jets
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(see Schlichting, 1968, p. 682, and Stolzenbach and

Harleman, 1971, p. 22). The simplified form of the dif¬

fusion equation (3.16c) may also be used to describe the

turbulent diffusion of temperature in a jet when c repre¬

sents temperature.

The self-similarity of concentration and velocity

profiles in classical two-dimensional turbulent jets

(equations 3.16) has been well established both theoreti¬

cally and experimentally (see, for example, Schlichting,

1968). A self-similar structure will be assumed herein

for the more complicated shallow water jets. Thus, equa¬

tion (3.15) can be integrated across the jet cross-

section, yielding

b b

-¡fc (h / u c dy) - 2h v0 ca = - ws / c (1 - ~ ) dy (3.17)
-b -b uCr

where vg is the lateral entrainment velocity given by
equation (2.35). Superscripts indicating time and spatial

averages have been dropped from equation (3.17) since they

are no longer needed.

The lateral diffusion rate of heat or concentration

has been found to exceed that of momentum. According to

Taylor's theoretical predictions and Reichardt's experi¬

mental measurements (see Schlichting, 1968, p. 703) the

eddy diffusivity of heat in turbulent jets is twice that
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of momentum; therefore, the local value of velocity is

proportional to the second power of concentration at the

same location. Stolzenbach and Harleman (1971) have used

similarity profiles for concentration which are equal to

the square root of the velocity profiles. This approach

will also be adopted herein. The similarity hypothesis

applies to the difference of the concentration from its

ambient value; thus,

l = G(y) (3.18)
c a

where c is the centerline value of the concentration,
c

Following Stolzenbach and Harleman (1971), the function

G(y) is expressed simply as

G(y) = /FT7T (3.19)

where F(y) is given by equations (2.34). Thus in the

ZOFE, x < x$:

I y I >t>

r< | y | < b , c = (3.20a)0
b-r

o< |y | <r

G(y) = { (l - c^-5);
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while in the ZOEF, x > x$:

G(y)

0 ; |y|>b

(1 - C1'5) ; 0<|y|<b .
(3.20b)

With the above similarity assumptions and using the entrain¬

ment relationship (2.35), equation (3.17) becomes

s(h b uc cc I4) -ah ca uc - - ws b cc (I3 u2 u2 Ic)cr c 5' (3.21)

where

/ < f ) d?
o c

(3.22a)

I4 • ¡ ( f ) < F- ) ic
0 c c

(3.22b)

t5 - ¡ < f ) < ¡T >
0 c c

(3.22c)

Taking cQ to be the initial value of the concentration at
the inlet (figure 3.1), £ 5 x/bQ and defining

Y

w b
_s o
u hno o

(3.23a)
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) (3.23b)
cr

Cft(5)=^ (3.23c)

C(s) = ^ (3.23d)
o

i ri addition to equation (2.39), equation (3.21) can also

be written in the normalized form

|(I4HBUC)- aH Ca U = - y B C (I3 -y2 Ig U2). (3.24)

The functions Ig, 14, Ig can now be obtained by
carrying out the simple integrations in equations (3.22),

however, it should be noted that equation (3.18) indicates

£- = ^ [1 - G(y)] + G(y)
c c

- P - G(d] + G(?) (3.25)

By changing variables as in equation (2.40) the integra¬

tions yield in the ZOFE:
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Vf^ + o -i3>-¡f] o -f ) (3.26a)

Vf + [i4 + <6 - Vfi" -|> (3.26b)

r5 = f+[i5 + (i2-i5)^]0 -f) (3.26c)

where I-j and ^ are numerical constants given by equations
(2.42) and

1
K = / (1 - s1*5 ) d.C =0.600

0

(3.27a)

1 3

I a ! (1 - 41’5 ) etc = 0.368 (3.27b)

1 5

I, = / (1 - S1, 5) d? = 0.278 (3.27c)

are three additional numerical constants. Corresponding

expressions for 13, 1^ and 1^ in the Z0EF may now be ob¬
tained by simply setting R = 0 in equations (3.26):

i3 + 0 (3.28a)
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(3.28b)

(3.28c)

Making use of equations (3.26), equation (3.24) takes the

form:

~ {HURC + HU [I4C + (IrI4) CA] (B-R) } - a H CA U

(3.29)= - y{R C + [I3 C + (1-I3) CA] (B-R)

- ip2 U2 R C - ip2 U2 [I5C + (I2-i5) CA] (B-R)}

which can be used in solving for the concentration. The

only unknown in equation (3.29) is C(£) since all the other

variables which appear are either known from solutions ob¬

tained in Chapter 2 or known functions such as the depth

H(£) and the ambient concentration CAt,)-
In the ZOFE (£ < £ ), the centerline velocity is

constant: U = 1 and by rearra ging the various variables

equation (3.29) can be written in a more convenient form,

as
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Q-, (C) x1 (3.30)

where

X-, (e) = (I-|-I4)(B-R) H CA + [R + I4(B-R)] H C (3.31a)

y [R+I3(B-R)] - Y^2[R+I5(B-R)]
Ql^ H [R + I4(B-R)]

(3.31b)

= a H CA + y W2(I2-I5)-(1-I3)](B-R)

+ (IrI4) H (B-R) Q1 CA (3.31c)

such that can be treated as the new unknown dependent

variable and Q-| and M-| as known functions of the inde¬
pendent variable £. The first order ordinary differential

equation (3.30) can now be integrated directly. First,

equation (3.30) is multiplied by an integrating factor

PAO = exp / (MS') d?* (3.32)
o

such that it can be written as
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d P-, (C)X-,
P](U Mt(c) .

Initial conditions at the inlet mouth are

(3.33)

H(0) = 1, R(0) = 1, B(0) = 1, C(0) = 1 (3.34)

which imply

X^O) = 1, P^O) = 1, M-j (0) = 1 (3.35)

Integrating equation (3.33) with the initial conditions

(3.35) yields

X^e) {Jo P!(C') d^' + 1 }. (3.36)
The solution in terms of the concentration C can be

recovered from equation (3.31a), as

X, - (IrI.)(B-R) H C
=

[R + I4(B-R)J H ’ £ < ^s (3.37)

where X-j can be calculated from equations (3.31b, c),
(3.32), and (3.36).

In the ZOEF (£ > Ks), the equation governing con¬
centration C may be obtained by simply setting R = 0
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while retaining U in equation (3.29). The resulting

equation can be rearranged to yield

dX0
3^ + Q2(E) X2 = M2(5) (3.38)

where

QZU)

m2(0

= (IrI4) HUBCa + I4HUBC

yi3 - u2
i4 H u

= aH U CA + Y^(I2-I5) B U2 - Y(1-I3)BCA

(3.39a)

(3.39b)

+ (lrI4) H U B Q2 Ca (3.39c)

The integration in the ZOEF must start from % - £ .

Multiplying equation (3.38) with the integrating factor

P2U) Q2(C) d?‘ (3.40)

gi ves
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dP2U) X2£ = P2( ?) M2U) (3.41)

which can be integrated by patching the present solution

with the solution in the ZOFE at £ = ^ , i.e.,

p2(?s) X2(^s} = X2(?s} = Xl(?s) E Xls (3.42)

where the constant X, (£ ) is given by (3.36) when £ = £ .5 S

Therefore, the solution of equation (3.41) is

X2(?)=PTcT {/* P2(?,)M2(?,) d5' + Xls }’ (3.43)2 J
s

The solution for C can be obtained by using equation

(3.43) in equation (3.39a) to yield

c(?)
X2 - (IrI4) H U B CA

I4 H U B S > (3.44)

3.2.3 Transport of Pollutants

In this section, the jet diffusion of pollutants is

analyzed. The pollutants are assumed to be non-settling

and the ambient concentration distributions are ignored

for the sake of clarity. Therefore the simplified solu¬

tions presented here are obtained by setting y = 0 and
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= 0. With these restrictions the solutions in equations

(3.37) and (3.44) reduce to

H|_R + 14(B - RJ7 ’ ? < ?s (3.45)

in the ZOFE and

C H U B
C<5> ■ H U B ^>5S (3.46)

in the ZOEF, where Cg , Hs, Us, Bg are respectively the
values of C, H, U, B when £ = £ . By substituting from

equations (2.46) and (2.50), these can be written as

r-f \ ^1~^2^C(C) " (IrI4)J(5) + (I4-I2)G(£) * ? < (3.47)

in the ZOFE and

h Cs Hs Us Bs
C(5) = — — S-TS i C > Ks

[js2 + stor 5
(3.48)

in the ZOEF, where

J(C) = exp -y J ¡élJ
0

(3.49a)J(£) = exp -y (3.49a)
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G(C) H(C) d£ + 1 (3.49b)

S(5) H(C') 0(C) d?1 (3.49c)

as in equations (2.44), (2.45) and (2.51). Special cases

that are of interest are considered next.

Constant bottom with friction. With H = 1, y / 0,

the above solutions can be written as follows:

C(?) =
T1 “ l2

; K <

(IrI4)e + (I4-I2)(aC + 1)
(3.50)

and

C(5)
I, C B U2 s s s

K > (3.51)

Upon comparing equation (3.51) with equation (2.60a), it

is seen, in the ZOEF, that the decay in centerline concen¬

tration is less rapid than the decay in centerline velocity.

In fact the concentration is proportional to the product of

an exponential term and the velocity:

C(0 = I2 Cs Bs Us ey? U(0 (3.52)
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for 5>£s- Furthermore, for large distances offshore from
the inlet, the concentration approaches the finite asymptoti¬

cal value

C + C
I0 C U B2 s s s

-2]i€ 2otI,

]
as H “ (3.53)

It is also noteworthy that in the ZOFE, as £ 4- 0, e ^-(l-y£)
and thus by virtue of equation (3.50)

I- I,1 2

(lrI2) + La(14~12) -y(IrI4)J l
as O o (3.54)

which decreases with distance £ for y<a(I^-12V(I ■] - 14) .

On the other hand, for sufficiently large values of fric¬

tion, i.e., when y > a(l 4 -12)/(E 1 - 14) » the concentration tends
to increase with distance at least very near the inlet

mouth. This means that the concentration may reach a

maximum value at some distance from the inlet and will be

decreasing afterwards. In fact, by taking a = 0 in equa¬

tions (3.50) and (3.51) it can be shown that the concentra¬

tion increases exponentially within the ZOFE and reaches a

maximum value at ? = , after which it stays constant in

the ZOEF. Making use of this result and the above discus¬

sion, it can be argued that for a f 0 and the proper values

of y the concentration will reach its maximum value within
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the ZOFE. These and other features of the solution are

further illustrated in figure 3.2 .

In the case of a frictionless bottom of constant

depth, solutions can be obtained by taking limits of

equations (3.50) and (3.51) as y 4- 0:

c (?) «
!1 - I2

nrI2) + a(I4-I2) ; c < (3.55)

C(0 =
*2 Cs Bs Us

[1 +
2aL

TT ^
(3.56)

The solution in this case indicates a monotonous decrease

with respect to distance. For large distances offshore,

the concentration decays like £ 2 andthus approaches zero

as £ t °°. This is contrary to the behavior of the bottom-

frictional jet discussed above. Taking a = 0 in this

case yields a constant concentration C = 1 for all £.

Linear depth variations. Taking linear depth vari¬

ations

HU) = 1 + v?, (3.57)

the solutions in equations (3.47) and (3.48) simplify to
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C(£)

Figure 3.2
e

Jet centerline concentration for constant depth

C(£)

f
Figure 3.3 Jet centerline concentration for linearly

varying depth, y = 0.05
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c(e) =

(IrI4)H"y/v + (I4-I,)(l + a? + vft
z < zc (3.58)

4 2>

and

C(S) =

[- ■ 2y/V

*2 cs Hs Us Bs £>c
2aI2 /,|2-yAJ 2-y/v^ s+

iyyv-y)- ^ - Hs I
(3.59)

These solutions are illustrated in figure 3.3 for a fixed

value of y and keeping v as parameter. One immediate re¬

sult which follows from equation (3.59) is that for values

of y > 2v

C -> C =

I„ C H ü B2 s s s s

-2y/v +

2al,

I](y-2v)
-2y/vl2

as £ T °° . (3.60)

On the contrary, if y £ 2v the concentration approaches
J

zero as Z + °°* Therefore, the behavior of the solution

displays a sharp contrast with respect to the ratio y/v.

3.2.4 Transport of Suspended Sediments

The diffusion of suspended sediments by jets can

also be studied using the solutions presented in section

3.2.2. However, various features of the solutions for
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suspended sediments are not as obvious as for the case of

pollutant transport discussed in section 3.2.3, since many

of the analytical expressions have now to be evaluated

numerically.

Significant results related to bottom deposition
and erosion rates can be obtained by considering the sink

function (3.11) which appears in equation (3.15). The

sink term gives the amount of sediment extracted from the

fluid domain or alternatively, the rate of deposition of

these materials at the bottom. Thus, taking a to be the

amount of material per unit area of the bottom (in units

of concentration x length), the time rate of deposition at

the bottom is

|f - v <’ - Sjr > • (3-61)
Defining the normalized variables

o u _ t - w

M = - pp , t = p , K( €, C) = -§7 » (3.62)
oo o

equation (3.62) can be written in a more convenient form
as

K(S,C) = y(CA(C) + [C(0 - Ca(?)]G(0> [1 -^2F2(C)U2U)]. (3.63)
The normalized form K(£.s) of the bottom deposition rate
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can be calculated from the concentration distribution ob¬

tained from solutions in section 3.2.2, the centerline

velocity calculated by methods presented in Chapter 2 and

the ambient concentration distribution. The similarity

functions presented in equations (2.34) and (3.20) are also

required. When the ambient concentration is zero (C^ = 0),
equation (3.63) reduces to

K(S,e) = rCU) GU) [1 - *2F2(c) u2(?)]. (3.64)

Throughout the forthcoming discussions the ambient concen¬

tration will be assumed to be zero, since the conclusions

withdrawn from this simple case will be sufficiently

instructive.

The distribution of K(^,^) is also a measure of ac¬

tual bottom deposition since the integral of this quantity

with respect to time gives the amount of deposited material

M (according to equation 3.62). However, this is only valid

initially since the deposition and erosion patterns may

change the bottom topography and ultimately affect the flow

and the diffusion patterns.

The deposition patterns of sediments can be determined

by inspecting the behavior of the function K(£,^). For

example, at a fixed offshore distance equation (3.64)

can be expressed as

K(?r?) = k1G(c)Cl - k2 F2(0 ] (3.65)
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where k-j and k2 are appropriate constants. Lateral vari¬
ations of the deposition rate are determined by inspecting

the terms in equation (3.65) as illustrated in figure 3.4.

In general, the maximum deposition rates occur along each

side of the jet centerline, with a local minimum occurring

at the centerline. In the ZOFE a constant deposition rate

may occur within the core region (|?|£R/B) and the loci

of the two maxima in figure 3.4 eventually merge, producing

a single maximum.

These features of the deposition function K(C-|,c)
indicate the possible formation of shoals on the margins

of the jet centerline which may merge into a single bar

structure at some distance from the inlet.

The locations of the maxima may be obtained from

Ü = yCf! -^yCU2-^- =0. (3.66)

By virtue of equation (3.19) this can be written as

yC || [1 - 5 ip2 U2 G“(c)] = 0. (3.67)

By making use of equation (3.20a), equation (3.67) reduces

to
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G(£) G(£)

G(^)[l-k2F2(p]

(b)

Figure 3.4 Lateral variation of the bottom deposition rate
KU.e); (a) in the ZOEF, (b) in the ZOFE
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YC(-1.5 Co1-5) ( b?r ) n - 5 ^2U2(1 - C01,5)'] = o ; 0<Co<l (3.68)

in the ZOFE where CQ is given by equation (2.40) as

r _ X - R/B4o 1 - R/B ’ (3.69)

Hence, the loci of the critical points (c , Cm) are

mjnr . I , R<5m)
=

bUJ + 11 ' W

1 2
T -i T

1 -

5^2U2(Cm)
; | <?m<! • (3.70)

Using equation (3.20b), equation (3.67) reduces to

yC(-1.5c°‘5) [1 - 5 ^UHl-S ) ] = 0; 0<C<1 (3.71)

in the ZOEF and the loci of the critical points are

’m
1 -

k5*2u2Um)

2
T

o<c <im (3.72)

The loci of the maxima are shown in figure 3.4. When

= 0, it is seen from equation (3.70) that the loci start

from the edges of the inlet mouth at S = 1 and as indi¬

cated by equation (3.72), the loci belonging to the two

separate critical points are joined together in the ZOEF

when U = 1 //5ip. The loci determined from equations (3.70)

and (3.72) are also shown by the broken lines in figures

3.9 and 3.10.
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While the function K(£,c) gives the deposition rates

at every point on the bottom, the deposition rate per unit

length of the jet Kj(£) can be evaluated by integrating
the deposition rate over the jet half-width:

Vs) / If *. _ c
0 0 0

,1 b
= A. / 2 d(Z)

b„ / uo co 3t Vo ooo

1

>/= BU)/ KU,z) d?.
o

(3.73)

With = 0 equivalent expressions can be obtained from

equation (3.73) by using equations (3.64), (3.22a), and

(3.22c) to find

KjU) = y C B (I3 - I5 ^2U2). (3.74)

The total deposition rate (integrated over the total

bottom area) can now be calculated by integrating the

quantity Kj(£). Defining Kjj to be the normalized measure
of the total deposition rate, the integration yields
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oo b

'II h. II1 c b / / H dx0 0 0 J j
0 0

r

= J B(C) J K(?,C) dc d?
o o

a

■/ Kj(5) d £. (3.75)

Taking = 0 in equation (3.24) and comparing it with

equations (3.74) the quantity Kjj C becomes

K
n - - J ( I I, H B U C) de

0

= (I, H B U C ) . (3.76)

Setting = 0 in equation (3.43) and using equation

(3.39b) it can be shown that

I4 H B U C xls exp / (I3-*2I5U2)
I4 H U

d? (3.77)
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and approaches zero as £ t °° (since the integrand in

equation (3.77) becomes indefinitely large as U -> 0 for

increasing distance). Furthermore, by virtue of equation

(3.35)

X^O) = (I4 H B U C ) = 1 ; (3.78)

which indicates that

Kn = 1 . (3.79)

Therefore, the conservation of the total flux of materials

h„ b u c injected at the inlet is verified, since as aoooo

result of equations (3.75) and (3.79),

CO 5

If dx = it f f ad* dx ‘ ho bo uo co • (3-78)
0 0 0 0

The gross characteristics of the sedimentation in

front of tidal inlets can now be studied by using the

present theory. Figures 3.5 through 3.8 show the calcu¬

lated variations of the centerline concentration of sedi¬

ments C(^), the centerline deposition rate K(i,0) and the

deposition per unit length Kj(£), respectively. The
influence of the bottom friction, bottom slope, fall
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velocity of sediments, and inlet flow conditions are in¬

vestigated by varying each of the parameters y, v » y, and

ip, respectively. The ambient concentration is ignored in

all cases by setting = 0.

The bottom frictional effects on sediment diffusion

and deposition are illustrated in figure 3.5. A flat

bottom of constant depth is considered and the inlet

velocity is taken to be exactly equal to the critical

velocity; thus, the parameters v and ip are set to zero and

one, respectively. The sediment fall velocity parameter, y,

is taken to be y = 0.1 and the friction parameter y is

varied. Figure 3.5a indicates a rapid decrease in the cen¬

terline concentration with increasing values of the bottom

friction parameter. This result occurs as a consequence

of two reasons. First, since the jet expands more rapidly

as bottom friction is increased, lateral diffusion of

sediments is enhanced. Second, an increased settling of

sediments occurs due to the rapid decay in velocity.

Figure 3.5b shows the centerline deposition rate. In the

ZGFE, no deposition occurs in the core region since \p = 1

and the deposition increases along the centerline, reaches

a maximum, and then decays gradually. This behavior is

indicative of a steep offshore bar that may be generated

by continued deposition. As bottom friction increases, the
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£ (a)

Figure 3.5 Diffusion and settling characteristics (p =
variable, v = 0,y = 0.1, ip = 1.0); (a) center-
line concentration, (b) centerline deposition
rate, (c) integrated deposition rate
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bar structure is steeper and closer to the inlet mouth.

For no bottom friction (p = 0), the bar crest is reduced

in amplitude and occurs further offshore. The laterally

integrated deposition rate Kj(?) in figure 3.5c also shows
similar features; i.e., more intense settling occurs nearer

to the mouth as bottom friction increases.

The concentrations and the deposition rates shown

in figure 3.6 seem to be insensitive to different values

of the bottom slope parameter v. However, it is seen that

for increasing bottom slopes the material is jetted

further offshore. The shape of the offshore bar also

remains relatively constant; however, the centroid of the

depositions shifts to a larger distance offshore with

increasing slope. It is worth remarking that the above

results are true for small bottom slope, since as the

slope increases, the flow may actually separate from the

bottom.

The effects of sediment settling parameter y are

shown in figure 3.7. As a result of increasing sedimenta¬

tion (y increasing) the centerline concentration drops more

rapidly; the offshore bar structure in figure 3.7b is

closer to the mouth but smaller in amplitude. In addition,

the deposition per unit length of the jet shown in

figure 3.7c sharpens and the centroid of the depositions

move to the inlet mouth. Comparing figures 3.7b and 3.7c
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i (b)

Figure 3.6 Diffusion and settling characteristics (v =
variable, y = 0.05, y = 0.0.1, ip = 1.0);
(a) centerline concentration, (b) centerline
deposition rate, (c) integrated deposition
rate
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Diffusion and settling characteristics (y =
variable, y = 0.05, v = 0, ip = 1.0); (a) center-
line concentration, (b) centerline deposition
rate, (c) integrated deposition rate

Figure 3.7



it is apparent that, as the settling rate increases, the

major part of deposition occurs in the marginal bars. It

can also be argued that since coarser materials correspond

to larger values of the parameter y, coarser.materials

will be deposited near the inlet and in the marginal

shoals, whereas finer material will be jetted further

offshore.

Figure 3.8 shows the effects of inlet flow condi¬

tions found by varying the parameter ip. When flow is

critical = uQ/ucr = 1) no deposition occurs in the core
region and the deposition pattern is similar to those shown

previously in figures 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7. When flow is

subcritical (^ < 1) extensive depositions occur in the

core region and at the inlet mouth. Accordingly, the depth

at the inlet may decrease in time and the inlet velocity

will probably be adjusted such that ip = 1. In extreme

cases, large depositions around the inlet mouth may close

the inlet permanently as often observed for actual inlets.

For supercr i ti ca 1 flow (ij; > 1), the centerline concentra¬

tion may reach a maximum value at some distance offshore

as shown in figure 3.8a. In these cases, intense scouring

occurs within the jet core and the eroded material is

jetted offshore where it settles. Deep troughs which

indicate scouring are, in fact, frequently observed

features of tidal inlets. With increasing ip (or inlet
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Figure 3.8 Diffusion and settling characteristics (ip =
variable, p = 0.05, v = 0, y =0.1); (a) center-
line concentration, (b) centerline deposition
rate, (c) integrated deposition rate
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flow velocity the materials are transported to large off¬

shore distances as illustrated in figure 3.8c.

The patterns of deposition may be observed by con¬

structing contours of equal deposition rate K(£,£) in the

neighborhood of the inlet mouth. An example is shown in

figure 3.9 where the values u = 0.05, v = 0, y = 0.1, and

ip = 1.0 have been used. Note that the lateral coordinate

X = y/bQ = Bz is used in plotting the results. No deposi¬
tion occurs within the core region or outside the jet

boundaries since ip = 1 and = 0. The largest depositions

are observed on the two sides of the jet centerline;

therefore, elongated shoals may be expected in these re¬

gions. The bar structure extends offshore from the edges

of the mouth and eventually merges into a single offshore

bar. This offshore bar is evident since the deposition

rate reaches a maximum value and begins to decrease along

the jet centerline in the offshore direction. Along the

crests of the marginal shoals the deposition rate decreases

in a seaward direction and the initial sharp peaks are

f1attened.

When flow is supercritical (ip > 1), strong erosion

rates are observed around the core region of the jet,

as shown in figure 3.10. The material extracted from the

bottom through erosion is partially deposited in the mar¬

ginal shoals and partially deposited at larger distances
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£

Figure 3.9 Contours of bottom deposition rate K(£,c) for
y = 0.05, v = 0, y = 0.1, ip = 1.0
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Figure 3.10 Contours of bottom deposition rate K(£,c) for
y = 0.05, v = 0, y = 0.1, ip = 1.4
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offshore. Erosion within the jet core may form deep scour

holes as indicated by the closed negative contours in

figure 3.10. These features of the eroding jet will be

discussed in more detail below.

Theoretical predictions of the deposition and ero¬

sion patterns are in good qualitative agreement with the

observed behavior. Typical depositions seaward of actual

tidal inlets are shown photographically in figures 3.11,

3.12, and 3.13. The inlet at the left-hand side of figure

3.11 exhibits asymmetrical deposition patterns. This

behavior is probably due to the offset geometry of the

inlet, since the flow is attached to boundaries on one

side as in the case of a wall jet. The three other inlets

shown in this figure exhibit patterns of deposition that

are remarkably similar to those calculated in figure 3.9.

Sedimentation patterns of the two far right-hand side

inlets suggest an interaction between the neighboring

jets. The possible interaction of adjacent jets is more

clearly demonstrated in figure 3.12. Here, too, the ob- .

served sediment depositions are similar to the predicted

behavior. Additional examples of deposition patterns are

shown in figures 3.13 and 2.7. Depth contours near Boca

Grande Inlet, Florida (see Dean and Walton, 1974) also

indicate shoal patterns which are in agreement with the

qualitative predictions.



Figure 3.11 Sand depositions near four inlets in the vicinity of Big Marco
Pass, Marco Island, Florida (University of Florida, Coastal
Engineering Archives)

ro
oo
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Sand depositions and jet interaction at
Little Hickory Pass and Big Hickory Pass,
Florida (University of Florida, Coastal
Engineering Archives)

Figure 3.12



Figure 3.13 Sand depositions at East Pass, Destin,
97268-C, Dexter Press, West Nyack, New

Florida
York)

(Post Card OS-616

130
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It is worth noting that all examples of tidal inlet

depositions cited above are located along the West Coast

of Florida where wave activity is very limited compared to

the more exposed Atlantic Coast. This factor is one of the

important reasons for the observed qualitative agreement

with theoretical predictions. In fact, when a large amount

of wave energy is incident on an inlet, the observed depo¬

sition patterns are remarkably different. For norma 11y

incident waves, net onshore currents may be generated

around the inlet. These currents tend to drive the sedi¬

ments toward the shore and the resulting bar system tends

toward a crescent shape. Deposition patterns near such

a highly exposed inlet are illustrated in figure 2.14.

The difference between the shoals observed on low and high

energy coasts have been thoroughly discussed by Dean and

Walton (1974) and Oertel (1974). The total amount of sand

trapped in inlet shoals has been estimated by Dean and

Walton ( 1 974) as ranging from 106m3 to 2 x 108 m3 for

Florida inlets. (The lowest of these estimates corresponds

to Jupiter Inlet, Florida, shown in figure 2.12.)

In cases of erosion at the inlet mouth, scour holes

(or troughs) are expected to be formed within the core

region of the jet, as shown in figure 3.10. These troughs

are a frequently observed feature of the bottom topography

near inlet mouths. They are probably formed during periods
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of extreme flows and may not be closed afterwards. In a

study of Georgia inlets, Oertel (1974) has described the

general features of ebb-tidal deltas (see figure 3.14) and

reported troughs that dip to 15 to 30 meters below mean

low water level. The trough of Jupiter inlet (one of the

smallest inlets in Florida) reaches a depth of about 5

meters as shown in figure 2.13. According to Oertel

(1974), these inlet troughs represent the deepest areas

of the coastal waters before the continental shelf dips

to comparable depths.

Sediment transport processes near tidal inlets

are certainly more complicated than described by the

present analysis which only includes transport in suspension.

After settling to the bottom, sediments may be transported

further as bed load. When bed load occurs, the bar and

shoal system is modified in shape and other bottom features

such as megaripples, runnels, and swash channels are

formed. The marginal shoals predicted by the present

analysis at the edges of the inlet mouth are flattened;

therefore, they become triangular in shape. Spill¬

over channels may also be cut through the elongated bars.

These configurations, noted by Oertel (1974), are illus¬

trated in figure 3.14. Deep flood channels near the

edges of the inlet mouth are also common features. During

flood tide the flow can be described by a sink flow which
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Figure 3.14 Terminology for tidal inlet sedimentation
patterns (after Oertel, 1974)
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converges towards the mouth. Corner flows are estab¬

lished near the edges of the inlet which may be responsible

for these flood channels.

The bed-load transport may gain particular signifi¬

cance in stratified inlets. When a saltwater wedge struc¬

ture is maintained at the inlet, a buoyant jet is formed

(which means relatively more suspended transport on the

ocean side). During flood tide, maximum flows occur in

the deeper layers of the thrusting saline wedge; hence, a

more pronounced bed-load transport on the bay side of the

inlet occurs. This phenomena has actually been demonstrated

by Wright, Sonu, and Kielhorn (1972) and Wright and Sonu

(1974). Evidence of stratification can also be seen in

figure 2.7 since different sedimentation patterns are ob¬

served on the ocean and the bay sides of the inlet. If the

inlet is not stratified and if the bay or lagoon region

is sufficiently large, similar sedimentation patterns are

to be expected on both sides of the inlet.

Sedimentation near river mouths is similar to the

qualitative predictions of the present analysis even

though, in this case, the lower density effluent forms a

buoyant jet. The morphologic and sedimentary characteris¬

tics of a river mouth are illustrated in figure 3.15.

Very close to the river mouth, subaqueous levees are

usually formed in the same manner as the elongated shoals
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SEDíMSNT TEXTURE &
SEDIMENTARY STRUCTURES

Channel? Poorly sorted sand
and sift; medium bedded,
cut and fill, scow'foe*

Crevasse 5plays & noturo!
levees: Sands, s»lls, clays,
peats, root burrows,
climbing ripples, lenticular
Jamiratlon

Subaqueous lave* Sills, with
inferbedded sands & days;
climbing ripples; pároli*}
laminations

So' back: Poorly sorted
sands & sills; cut and Ml;
smail-scol* trough cross

bedding

Bor crest Well sorted sands;
planar lominalions,
tangential cross bedding;
small-scale cross leminations

Bor front: Inferbedded sands
& silts; climbing ripples;
parallel laminations,
lenticular laminqjions,
burrowing & contorted
bedding

Distal bar Inferbedded silts;

cloys and sands; ripple and
parallel laminations;
lenticular laminations;
burrowing & contorted
bedding

Prodelto: Cloys with thin

interbedded silts; parallel
laminations, burrows, shell
inclusions and contorted
bedding

INTERDIS7RIBUTARY

BAY

INTERDISTRIBUTARY

BAY

PRODELTA

DYNAMIC REGION

CHANNEL

PROCESSES

REGION

III

AMBIENT

TURBID

WATER

REGION

IV

REGION

I

River mouth sedimentation patterns (after
Wright and Coleman, 1974)

Figure 3.15



near tidal inlets. These bars extend offshore and merge

into a steep offshore bar structure that is perpendicular

to the flow direction. A thorough study of Mississippi

River effluents by Wright and Coleman (1974) discloses the

relation between the offshore bar and the stratified nature

of the outflow. The buoyant jet spreads rapidly at the

expense of a decrease in the depth of effluent which may

be followed by the formation of an internal hydraulic jump.

At the transition region, the flow decelerates and sus¬

pended sediments are deposited at the location of the

offshore bar. Bar formation due to the stratified nature

of river effluents has also been investigated by Van Veen

(1950) (see Postma, 1967).

The present analysis explains the formation of

subaqueous levees even though stratification is neglected.

In river deltas a large amount of material is transported

in suspension since stratification inhibits the seaward

transport in the form of bed-load (Wright and Coleman,

1974). Rapid accumulation of these sediments in the sub¬

aqueous levees can actually cause the levees to reach the

water surface and subaerial levees are formed (Coleman and

Gagliano, 1965). The formation of subaerial levees may

also be enhanced by overbank flows during high river

stages. As a result of the extension of these levees,

the river mouth progrades with straight, parallel banks.
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Wright and Coleman (1974) have suggested secondary circu¬

lations within the effluent region as the mechanism for

causing accumulation in the natural levees. While secondary

circulations may be a factor, a more basic reason,indicated

in the present analysis, is the sediment diffusion and

settling in shear flows. Similar deposition patterns have

been observed in river mouths and experiments by Mikhailov

(1972) and Butakov (1971).

The distributaries of the Birdfoot delta of the

Mississippi River are mostly formed by the progression of

its enbankments. The complicated structure of these

branching channels is shown in figure 3.16. The branching

behavior of the distributaries is explained in Wright and

Coleman (1974). During high river stages and tidal forc¬

ing, the natural levees of the river mouth are often

breached, and crevasse discharges in the form of jets are

produced (see figure 3.17). These crevasse effluents carry

suspended sediments, which form subaqueous levees that

branch from these openings.

The geological structure of a river delta is also

dependent on the existing sedimentation patterns. The

coarser sands are deposited closest to the mouth and form

the main ingredients of the natural levees. Due to the

continuous debouching of sediments, the underlying strata

undergo subsidence and compaction; thus, pockets of sand
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Figure 3.16 Land area of distributaries at the Mississippi
River delta (from Coastal and Marine Environ¬
ment Remote Sensing Techniques, Report No.
155, NASA-ERL, Johnson Space Center)
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Figure 3.17 Thermal infrared imagery of
effluents (after Wright and

Mississippi River
Coleman, 1974)
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OLDER SEDIMENTS

Figure 3.18 Schematic diagram showing sand pockets and
distributaries of the Mississippi River
delta (after Reineck and Singh, 1973)
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are formed which encircle the distributary cross-section

as shown in figure 3.18. The finer silts and sands are

jetted to larger offshore distances and form the delta-

front sediments upon which the distributaries advance. A

small amount of the finer material is deposited in the

interdistributary bays where marshes cover the sea

surface.

3.2.5 Effects of Ambient Concentration

The effects of ambient concentration distribution

can be investigated based on the analysis presented in

section 3.2.2. The background concentration,in effect,

reduces the lateral diffusion within the jet, hence, in¬

creasing centerline concentration with respect to the case

where ambient concentration is zero. However, when

settling occurs, the rate of settling in the ambient

waters is more than within the jet, thereby causing more

sediments to diffuse laterally at the expense of the con¬

centration within the jet. An example calculation of the

deposition rates is shown in figure 3.19 where the off¬

shore variation in the ambient concentration is taken as

CA(?)
_ I

2 exp - | (3.79)
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Figure 3.19 Contours of bottom deposition rate K(£,?) for
y = 0.05, v = 0, y = 0.1, 4> = 1.0 and
CA = (C/2)exp(-C/2)
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Contours of deposition rate now extend into the region

outside the jet boundaries as opposed to the case where

3.2.6 Effects of Cross-currents

The jet diffusion of pollutants or sediments in

the presence of cross-currents can be calculated based on

developments presented in section 2.3. Thus, equation

(3.15) for curved jets is

Introducing the coordinates in equations (2.71) and (2.72),

equation (3.80) becomes

9hu'c
8x*

(3.81)
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Equation (3.81) can now be integrated across the jet

assuming self similar and symmetrical velocity and con¬

centration profiles. Ambient concentrations are neglected;

however, the co-flowing component of the ambient cross¬

current modifies the velocity profiles. Thus using

normalized variables, the cross-inte grated diffusion

equation becomes

(H U B C I4) = - yB C (I3 - ^2U2T5) (3.82)

where I3, 1^, 1^ are functions given by equations (3.22)
in which the modified similarity function in equation

(2.93) must be used. In the ZOFE they are given by

13 = § + I3 (1 - § ) (3.83a)

14 = § + [I4 + (I3 " I4) cos 0] (1 - I ) (3.83b)

- R UA UA2 ñ
h =f + [I5 + 2(I4_I5} TT cos9 + (I3-2I4 + I5) ¡p cos^d -B) (3.83b)

where in reality U = 1 since the centerline velocity is

constant. The corresponding expressions in the ZOEF may



Figure 3.20 Centerline concentration, for jets in cross¬
currents, y = 0.02, v - 0
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£

Figure 3.21 Contours of bottom deposition rate K(£,c)
for a jet in a cross-current y = 0.02, v = 0,
Y = 0.1, \p = 0.1, UA = 0.4



Figure 3.22 Curved shoals at Captiva Pass,
University of Florida)

Florida (Professor James A. Purpura ,

-p»
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be obtained by simply setting R = 0 in equations (3.83).

Here again, in the absence of cross-currents, equation (3.24)

can be recovered by taking = 0 in equations (3.82) and

(3.83).

Integrating equations (3.82) and (2.91) simultane¬

ously yields the solution for the centerline concentration

C(£). Example calculations for non-settling pollutants are

shown in figure 3.20. Since the jet-width is greatly

reduced and lateral diffusion is therefore inhibited,

centerline concentration is increased. Example calcula¬

tions for the deposition rates are presented in figure

3.21, where the elongated bars exhibit a curvature. Such

curved shoals can be seen in figure 3.22, where the bar

structure indicates a shoreline attached jet.

3.3 Tidal Exchange and Mixing in Bays

The flow and diffusion processes near tidal inlets

have been formulated and studied in Chapter 2 and sections

3.1 and 3.2 of the present chapter. Some results of the

analysis are employed in this section in studying mixing

and exchange processes for the bay-inlet-ocean system

sketched in figure 3.23a.

Tidal inlets essentially serve as interfaces between

bays or lagoons and the coastal waters and therefore play

important roles in the mixing and exchange between them.
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Figure 3.23 Schematic representedons of (a) a bay-inlet-
ocean system, (b) jet flow during ebb tide,
(c) sink flow during flood tide
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Mixing takes place in both water bodies during a full

tidal cycle: during flood tide the flow on the ocean

side converges towards the inlet mouth and separates from

boundaries upon passing the mouth, thus setting up circu¬

lations within the bay; during the following ebb period

the water discharging into the ocean forms a jet.

If the bay volume is small, its contribution to

mixing is negligible; however, on the ocean side a great

dilution of pollutants may occur, because the ocean repre¬

sents a semi — infi nite region where a more thorough mixing

is possible. The materials carried in the ebb flow are

jetted to great distances offshore, but during the follow¬

ing flood tide, only a small percentage of these materi a 1s

are drawn back into the bay. During ebb tide, the jet

is also diluted by lateral entrainment. This primary flush¬

ing mechanism has been initially recognized by Taylor and

Dean (1974). The preceeding argument is perhaps strengthened

by the photograph in figure 3.24 showing the great extent

of effluents from three large bays.

In view of the order of magnitude analyses per¬

formed in sections 2.2.1 and 3.2.1 the flow can be assumed

to be quasi-steady during flood and ebb tides. In the

flood phase, the flow converges radially towards the inlet

and can adequately be described using potential theory.

Therefore, the flow on the ocean side of the inlet can be
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Figure 3,24 Jets issuing from three bays on the Texas
and Louisiana Coast (lower left: Galveston
Bay) (P.C. Badgley, L. Miloy, and L. Childs,
Eds., Ocean from Space, Gulf Publishing Co.,
Houston, 1969)
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represented by a steady jet during ebb and by a sink flow

during flood as shown in figures 3.23b and 3.23c respec¬

tively. The transients resulting from the flow reversal

are neglected as further justified in Chapter 4. The

circulations within the bay are complicated and depend

largely on the basin geometry. Unsteady effects are also

more important in the bay since the flow is confined in a

bounded space as opposed to the ocean side. However,

all these effects are neglected in the present analysis.

For the potential flow during flood,the irrota-

tionality condition for velocity components u, v requires

3 v 9 u

3 x 3y
(3.84)

whereas the conservation of mass is stated as

3hu + 3 hu _ Q
3 x 3y

The velocity potential <f>'

u = Ml y = M-
3x * 3y

(3.85)

satisfying equation (3.84) is

(3.86a,b)

and therefore substituting equations (3.86) into (3.85)

yields
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0. (3.87)

Since equation (3.87) possesses non-constant coef¬

ficients, analytical solutions for arbitrary depth varia¬

tions are difficult to obtain. If a potential function

had existed for the variables (hu) and (hv), the two

dimensional potential theory could still be used. Assuming
that such a function exists, the irrotationality condition

can be satisfied approximately for a slowly varying bottom.

In other words, for the existence of a potential function

<p defined as

hu = ff and hv = >
(3.88a,b)

the irrotationa1ity condition

3hu 3hu
_ n /7

dx~dyu

must be satisfied. Substituting equation (3.84) into

equation (3.89) yields

(3.90)

where mx = > my = 37 are t^ie 9rad''ents °f the bottom
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topography in the x and y directions. If the bottom slopes

mx, rriy are small enough to satisfy

(3.91)

it can be argued that equation (3.89) is satisfied mar¬

ginally as

3hv
_ 3hu

3x ~ 3y (3.92)

and thus substituting equations (3.88) into equation (3.85)

yields

0 + 0 - 0 • <3-93>

It is worth remarking that equation (3.93) is also satis¬

fied in an approximate way. Solutions of (3.93) are not

approximations to the exact solution in the sense of

perturbation expansions since the first order solution

of equation (3.87) would correspond to a constant depth.

Nevertheless, solutions to (3.93) can be helpful in

elaborating depth effects.

The potential lines and streamlines for the flood

flow are sketched in figure 3.23c. In the far field of

the inlet mouth and for a sink type singularity, the flow

can be represented by the complex velocity potential
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W(z) = rQ In z (3.94)

"Í ft
where z = r e is a complex coordinate with r and 0 as

shown in figure 3.23c and rQ is the strength of the sink.
Near the inlet mouth, the solution in equation (3.94) is

inaccurate due to the influence of the finite inlet width;

however, these effects are neglected for simplicity. The

real part of W in equation (3.94) gives the potential func¬

tion <f>, which is

<J> = rQ ¿n r (3.95)

The velocity components in polar

by substituting equation (3.95a)

ponents of equations (3.88a) and

uQ to be the velocity components
respectively, these are

coordinates are obtained

into the respective com-

(3.88b). Taking up and
in r and e directions

= 1
Ur h 3r hr (3.96a)

u - ¿ If - o . (3.96b)

The strength rQ of the sink can be obtained by
equating the volume flux at the inlet to the flux passing
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through an arbitrary control surface at distance r:

?u b i
0 0

TT IT

0h0 ' / !> ur r de = y r0 de = tt r. (3.97)

which yields

— u b h
Tr ooo (3.98)

and therefore the radial component of the velocity is

5 b h
r tt u o r h ( r, 0 ) (3.99)

Introducing the normalized variables

p = (3.100a)

H = (3.100b)

P u. (3.100c)

equation (3.99) becomes

tt • p • H ( p , 6 ) (3.101)
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A material point initially at distance r from the
d rinlet approaches the inlet mouth with a velocity = u^

and will arrive at it within a time t given by

(3.102)

Introducing

u t
x = -g- (3.103)

and substituting equation (3.99) into equation (3.102)

yields

P

p* H(p1 , 0) dp1 . (3.104)

Taking t4- to be the flood duration (such that = u t^/b),

the outer boundary of the fluid volume withdrawn into the

inlet is given by the roots p^ = pf(0) of equation (3.104)
when x = x^:

p H(p ,0 ) dp (3.105)
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For example, if the depth is constant (H = 1) the flood

volume is circular with radius

n\
n Tf (3.106)

For a linearly varying depth: H = 1 + = 1 + vpcos 6

where v is a small slope parameter, p^(0) is given by the
roots of

( -1 3
cos e) Pf

2

Pf
2
rr T f (3.107)

The volume of water drawn into the inlet within the

flood duration t ^ is also equal to the tidal prism ft of
the bay which can be calculated as

ft =

tt/2 rf(e)
*/ f h ( r, 9) r drdG

o o

(3.108)

when depth variations are symmetrical around x-axis. The

volume of fluid jetted into the ocean during ebb tide

must also be equal to the tidal prism ft if the tidal

amplitude is constant. During ebb flow, the concentration

distribution c(x, y) within the jet is determined by the

average concentration C.g = cQ at the inlet mouth. Part
of the material contained in the jet is mixed with the
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flood volume ft as shown in figure 3.2'5 and returns to the

bay during the following flood. The average concentration

Figure 3.25 Definition sketch for ocean mixing

of the mixture (which forms the flood volume) can be

calculated as

C (3.109)

where dV is an infinitesimal volume element of the fluid.

The numerator in equation (3.109) can be written as

/ft C dV 2 / / c(x,y) h(x,y) dydx.
o o

(3.110)
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Assuming ebb and flood volumes to be equal, an ocean

mixing coefficient T can be defined as the ratio

T =

C . £
l f

i e

(3.111)

where in equation (3.109) is the average concentration

of the flood volume, and C. ~ c the average concentration
i e o 3

of the ebb volume. Thus, using equations (3.109) and

(3.110) in equation (3.111) the ocean mixing coefficient

can be expressed as

2/
Vbo 1 cc

J 0 0 C 0 0 (3.112)

h b2
O 0

or

T = 2_ HBC I3 (3.113)

where £ = x/bQ, Cf = xf/bQ, ft* = ^/h0b*, and T3, B, and C
are defined by equations (3.22a), (2.39c), and (3.23d)

respectively. For example, if the depth is constant

(H = 1), using equation (3.106) in equation (3.113) yields

T ~ f BC lq dC .
Tf o

(3.114)
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Therefore, the ocean mixing coefficient T is a func¬

tion. of the period parameter x^ and the friction parameter
y only. The calculated values of T, shown in figure 3.25,

indicate a strong dependence on x - whereas the effect of

varying y is insignificant.

When the depth varies linearly, behavior of T with

respect to the parameter v can be assessed qualitatively.

Equation (3.107) indicates that the extent of the flood

volume is shorter than that corresponding to a constant

bottom in the longitudinal direction (0 = 0), whereas it

is given by equation (3.106) in the lateral direction

(9 - _+ 7x/2). Since the tidal prism boundary is shortened

in the x-direction, less pollutants will return during

flood and therefore the mixing will be more efficient in

the case of a sloping bottom.

The mixing in the bay has a complex nature, but an

approximation can be made by considering the upper and

lower bounds of the expected mixing. The average bay

concentration at the end of an ebbing period is denoted by

(T , and the time average of the concentration whichbe

passes through the inlet during the following flood period

is C Thus, in the subsequent ebb flow the average con¬

centration C-e at the inlet is a value between and
depending upon the magnitude of bay mixing. This is

expressed as
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Figure 3.26 The ocean mixing coefficient, T, as functions
of and y
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(3.115)

where 'i' is a bay mixing coefficient. It follows from

equation (3.115) that when ¥ = 0,C.je = Cif,and when
f = 1, C-e = Cbe is the bound to the average inlet concen¬
tration during ebb. In writing equation (3.115) it has

been assumed that the constituents remaining from previous

tidal cycles are completely mixed.

Using equations (3.111) and (3.115), the long-term

exchange of materials between the ocean and the bay can be

predicted. The water surface displacement nb in the bay
and the velocity u^ at the inlet is assumed to be piecewise
continuous with amplitudes aQ and uQ respectively as shown
in figures 3.27a, b. The bay volume ¥■ at mean water

level is

(3.116)* = S ftb

where h^ is the average depth and the surface area of
the bay. The tidal prism a is defined by

(3.117)2 a A i

o b

and the ratio k of the tidal prism to the average bay

volume is
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b

Flood Flood

i th Ebb , Ebb .Ut-— nTn cycle —►+■*—(n + iPcycle —td
(b)

if y nHe

Schematic representations of (a) water surface
displacement in bay, (b) velocity at inlet,
(c) evolution during flood tide, (d) evolution
during ebb tide

Figure 3.27
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k = ~ = —- . (3.118)*
h.

D

During an arbitrary n^ cycle of the tide (see

figures 3.27a, b) the relations between the bay and inlet

concentration can be formulated as follows:

FIood. During flood, the bay volume changes

from V - | to ^ | and the bay concentration evolves from
C"be] to CJf (see figure 3.27c) as

rn- 1
'be (v- - |) + Cjf n

(3.119)

The concentration of the flood volume can be related to

the inlet ebb concentration through equation (3.111), as

C"f = T C?;1 (3.120)

and using equations (3.118) and (3.120), equation (3.119)

bc-com/es

p-n / 1 - 0.5 k ) p-n- 1
Lbf \ 1+0.5k f Lbe

Ebb. During ebb, the bay volume changes from

If + | to ^ | and the bay concentration evolves from

/ IJS \ c11 ^ (3121
t 1+0.5k J Lie ^
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t o C¡¡be {see figure 3.27d) as

1+0.5k \ yrn ( k \ pn
1-Ó.5k f Lbf ~ 11-0.5k / le (3.122)

where the average ebb flow concentration C^e at the inlet
is obtained by combining equations (3.115) and (3.111)

+ t (i-Y) e;;1 (3.123)

The bay mixing coefficient T depends on the bay

circulation and the bay tidal prism ratio k. Two extremes

follow from the above formulation of the problem: if the

bay is wel 1 -mi xed, C?e = and therefore by virtue of
equations (3.123) and (3.121) it can be shown that

y = 1~ 0..-.AR ( 3 12 41f
1+0.5k

whereas in the case of a non-mixed bay by setting C?„ =
1 c IT

in equations (3.120) and (3.121) it follows that

T = 0. (3.125)
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A recursion formula for the bay concentration can

be derived from the above relations. First, substituting

equation (3.121) into (3.122) yields

_ -pn-1 t pM-1 k *n
be ' Lbe 1-0.5k Lie " 1-0.5k Lie (3.126)

Then, eliminating between equations (3.123) and

(3.126) gives

pn _ l-(0.5+¥)k pn-1 ¥Tk ~n-lLbe '1-0.5k V 1-0.5k Lie (3.127)

~ n — 1
Alternatively, by eliminating C.j between equations
(3.123) and (3.126) one obtains

(1-0.5k) -¥(1+0.5k) . ¥k ?n
(1-0.5k) (!-¥)' Ube (l-0.5k)(l-¥) ie ’ (3.128)

Now, raising the indices in equation (3.127) by one and

substituting into equation (3.128) yields the recurrence

relation

pfi+1
Lbe 'i C + A? C?"12 be

where A-j and are

(3.129)
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A
1 1 + T (]-¥} 1-0.5k (3.130a)

A
2

YT(l+0.5k)
1-0.5k (3.130b)

In the case of a well-mixed bay, where the bay mixing

coefficient is given by equation (3.124), equation (3.129)

reduces to

-pri + 1 _ 1 - (0.5+T) k p-n
"be 1+0.5k Lbe (3.131)

whereas for a non-mixed bay ('F = 0), equation (3.129) be¬

comes

C
n + 1
be (1+T) C T C

n-1
be (3.132)

This completes the formulation of the mixing and exchange

in a bay-in1et-ocean system.

Next, an example calculation is carried out for

the flushing of a prototype bay and the results are com¬

pared with measurements. The prototype selected is the

lower Biscayne Bay system including the lower part of

Biscayne Bay, Card Sound, and Barnes Sound. These three

basins in the system are connected through shallow banks

which often restrict the flow between them. The bay system
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is connected to the ocean through several inlets. Taylor

and Dean (1974) have done flushing studies in these in¬

lets. Later Taylor and Dean (1975) have done numerical

modeling of the bay mixing including the tidal exchange

with the ocean and wind induced mixing in the bay area

and have checked their model against results from a con¬

tinuous dye release experiment. The results of the present

model will be compared with their continuous dye injection

test by taking the total inlet half-width, the half-period

of the tide and the velocity magnitude at the inlet as

b = 300
0

m

t^ = 6 hrs (3.133)

u =0.5
0

m/sec

which yields

t ^ - 40. (3.134)

With this value of the period parameter it can be seen

from figure 3.26 that the ocean mixing coefficient has

an approximate value of

T 0.3 . (3.135)
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The bay tidal prism ratio k can be calculated from equa¬

tion (3.118) by making use of the tidal data given by

Taylor and Dean (1975) and taking the average bay depth as

s 3m. (3.136)

The results of the calculation are shown in figure 3.28 for

different values of the bay mixing coefficient 'f. For

a non-mixed bay (¥ = 0), the bay concentration is equal

to the cumulative amount of dye injection and no flushing

can take place. When ¥ = ^ as given by equation (3.124),
representing a well-mixed bay, the present model predicts

the lower bound of the material that persists in the bay.

Assuming 50% mixing in the bay ('F = 0.5^) gives a reason¬
able agreement with the measured amount of dye.



Figure 3.28 Total amount of rhodamine dye in Card Sound during continuous injection
test, T = 0.3



CHAPTER 4

THE STARTING JET

Effluents ebbing from tidal inlets have been

analyzed in the previous chapters under the assumption

of steady flow. This chapter addresses itself to the

unsteady development of the flow that has thus far been

neglected.

The jet flow during ebb is created impulsively at

the beginning of ebb tide and the flow is separated from

boundaries. For instance, at small Reynolds numbers, i.e.,

when the outflow velocity is sufficiently small, the

effluent may be better described as being a source flow

than as a turbulent jet. Thus the starting motion can

be sketched as follows: At the beginning of the ebbing

period the water is ejected into the ocean in the radial

pattern of a source flow as shown in figure 4.1a. The

dotted lines indicate the expansion of a material boundary

of the effluent. As the flow accelerates, the flow

separates at the corners and incipient vortices are

formed as shown in figure 4.1b. In later stages of

development, the flow is completely separated from the

172
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Figure 4.1(a)-(c) Unsteady development of a starting jet
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shoreline, and a jet is formed. For sufficiently high

Reynolds numbers, a turbulent jet is formed in the near

field of the inlet. The impulsively generated vortex

pair advances offshore and forms the frontal structure of

the jet as illustrated in figure 4.1c. Thus the starting

jet may be divided into two distinct regions as: i) the

turbulent jet region, and ii) the cap region including the

vortex pair. The surrounding fluid is entrained into the

cap portion as well as into the jet and therefore the cap

region is enlarged in size as it moves offshore.

Photographical evidence for starting jets at tidal

inlets are presented in figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5.

In all photographs, the starting jet boundary is made

visible by discolored water originating from interior

regions. The initial radial expansion (analogous to

that in figures 4.1a and 4.1b) is illustrated in figure

4.2. The nearshore band of discolored water in this

photograph indicates the mixing that has occurred during

previous tidal cycles. The cloud cover to the right of

the picture demarcates the approximate location of the

Gulf Stream which may also play an important part in

defining the offshore extent of the mixed region. Similar

radial expansion patterns have been observed by Wright

and Sonu (1974) in East Pass at Destin, Florida.



Figure 4,2 Starting
Carolina
Atlantic

flow at the beginning of ebb tide at Cape Hatteras,
(American Gas Association Pamphlet, "Action in the
. . , " Catalog No. G701 72)

North

Ji

1
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Figure 4.4 Starting jet at Ponce de Leon Inlet, Florida
(Aerial photograph 2-25-75, VCOG-1-23,
Volusia Council of Governments, Florida)



Figure 4.5 Jet development at Little Pass, Clearwater, Florida (Professor James A.
Purpura, University of Florida)

178
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Later phases of the starting jet flow (analogous

to that in figure 4.1c) are illustrated by the photographs

in figures 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, where the vortex pair and

the jet regions are clearly visible.

The jet start-up is observed experimentally in

the model basin described in Chapter 2 (see figure 2.9).

The experiments are done as follows: Initially, a constant

flow is maintained through the inlet by adjusting the inflow

and outflow rates. The inlet mouth is blocked temporarily

and the water on the bay site is dyed. Then, the inlet

mouth is opened and the starting jet properties are ob¬

served qualitatively.

Sequences from motion pictures made at the experi¬

ments are shown in figure 4.6. The characteristics of the

starting jets discussed earlier in this section are also

observed in the experiments. In the beginning, a radi¬

ally expanding flow emanates from the inlet. Later, the

flow separates from the boundaries and forms a jet with

a frontal structure. However, in the very late stages jet

instabilities are observed. Similar observations can

also be found in Moran et al. (1975) where streak pictures

of the starting motion are presented sequentially.

The analysis of the motion in starting jets is still

in its infancy. Nevertheless, the analysis can be con¬

siderably simplified by introducing assumptions based on
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y* sft 26* :

Figure 4.6(a)-(d) Frames from motion
jet development (a)
(b) t = 25.0, =

= 29.2; (d) T =

picture showing
t = 8.3, S = 8.0;

20.6; (c) x - 41.6
55.0, £f = 33.0
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the observed properties of such motions. One frequently

used assumption states that the unsteady growth is con¬

fined to the vortex pair region, thus the following jet

region can be treated as being steady. Such analyses for

buoyant plumes have been made by Turner (1962) and Middle-

ton (1975) for axisymmetric plumes) and by Tsang and Wood

(1968) and Tsang (1970) (for two-dimensional plumes).

However, these authors have covered purely buoyant (free)

plumes and therefore their analyses do not apply to the

present case. In the buoyant case, the starting plume

consists of a steady buoyant plume and a cap region that

is similar to a thermal. Obviously, in the axisymmetric

case, the thermal consists of a vortex ring.

No detailed analyses of the starting jet phenomena

are attempted in the present context. The above qualita¬

tive discussion will suffice for a review. A rough

calculation for the frontal speed can be made based on

rather simplistic arguments. This is done by using the

steady-flow theory in the main part of the jet. It is

also assumed that the unsteady cap portion does not con¬

tribute to the momentum of the motion and consists of a

d x
flat frontal boundary which moves with speed F , where

dt

Xp is the distance of the front measured from the in¬
let mouth. Therefore, conservation of mass for the jet

can be expressed as
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XF dXp
uo bo ho + / h uc dx = hb(xF^ ~dt ’ t4-1)

After introducing t = t uQ/bo and using normalized vari¬
ables, equation (4.1) is integrated, yielding

T
H(g') B(g1)

1 + a //' H(5) U(J) dC
d?' • (4.2)

This approximate solution for the frontal motion is com¬

pared with experiments in figure 4.7. The experimental

points were obtained from the motion pictures. Although

equation (4.2)seems to underpredict the front speed, it may

be concluded from figure 4.7 that the above approach can

be helpful in estimating the offshore extent of a tidal

jet at any given time during the ebb period.

These results also confirm the initial assumption

of steady flow in the near field of the inlet since a

simple calculation based on the steady theory can yield

a reasonable estimate for the jet growth rate. The experi¬

mental data in figure 4.7 indicate that the jet front may

reach to larger distances than predicted, but this may be

due to the impulsive motion in the initial stages of

growth. In fact, this can be seen in figures 4.3 and 4.4

since the jet boundaries seem to be parallel, straight

lines instead of displaying an expansion. This is expected
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Figure 4.7 Distance to jet front versus time t

J
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for small time since the shear layers are not developed

within such short durations.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

An attempt has been made in order to provide an

understanding of various phenomena associated with jets

issuing from tidal inlets. Hydrodynamics of the flow and

the associated mass transport have been studied analytically

under a variety of conditions that are commonly encountered

in field.

The frictional resistance and one dimensional varia¬

tions of the bottom topography influence the flow to a

great extent. While the jet loses its momentum due to fric¬

tion, it expands in width at a greater rate than in the

case of a frictionless bottom. When bottom variations are

such that the depth is increasing in the offshore direction,

the expansion is opposed by the jet contraction due to

increased flow area. For arbitrary depth variations, the

jet may go through stages of expansion and contraction.

These conclusions are supported by field and experimental

evidence. The analysis also covers jets in cross-currents.

In studying mass transport, a general approach is

adopted such that the gravitational settling of materials

185
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and ambient concentrations are also taken into account. When

there is no settling, the analysis applies to materials in

solution, such as in the case of pollutants or dyes intro¬

duced into the flow. Application of the analysis in the

presence of settling provides an understanding for the

transport of suspended sediments.

Bottom friction and depth variations play an important

role in determining turbulent diffusion within the jet.

For non-settling pollutants, the jet diffusion is adversely

affected by bottom friction. When friction is sufficiently

large, the concentration increases in the offshore direction

and reaches a maximum value after which is decays. In some

instances, the concentration reaches an assymptotic limit

for large offshore distances. An offshore sloping bottom

topography opposes the bottom frictional effects by en¬

hancing dilution.

The transport of suspended sediments depends on the

settling velocity and the velocity at the inlet, in addi¬

tion to the above mentioned factors. The largest rate of

settling occurs on the two sides of the jet centerline.

These depositions form marginal shoals that are frequently

observed near tidal inlets. The analysis predicts a

sorting of materials since fine sediments are transported

to further distances offshore as compared to coarse sedi¬

ments. When velocity at the inlet is higher than a criti¬

cal value, strong erosion occurs within the immediate
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üsí g! borhood of the inlet mouth. That too is an observed

phenomenon, since deep troughs are common features found

near inlet mouths.

Even though the above results have been derived for

tidal inlets, the analysis also finds limited application

in the case of river mouth processes. Due to buoyant

spreading, river effluents usually separate from the bottom

upon passing an initial region in which they are in contact

with the bottom. In this initial region, they behave in

a similar manner to tidal jets. In fact, patterns of de-

posion that are analogous to inlet shoals are also ob¬

served near river mouths. In the case of river deltas,

the sedimentation mechanism has a direct influence on delta

building.

There are some limitations inherent in the applica¬

tion of the model. First of all, a number of complexities

that may arise due to the presence of waves, winds, density

stratification and secondary flows have been neglected in

the analysis. Secondly, a limitation occurs when the bottom

slope exceeds a certain value. In such cases, the flow

will separate from the bottom and the analysis will no

longer be applicable.

The results obtained from the analysis of diffusion

of pollutants in the vicinity of tidal inlets are used in

studying the exchange and mixing in a bay connected to the
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ocean through an inlet. The different characteristics

of the flow hydrodynamics in the ebb and flood phases

of the tide imply a complicated flushing mechanism. By

making use of simplifying assumptions, the mixing and ex¬

change produced by the inlet is formulated and studied.

The analysis is limited by the assumptions used; however,

it is expected to yield gross estimates of the mixing at

an ocean-bay interface over long periods of time.

In studying tidal jets, the flow has been generally

assumed to be quasi-steady. The unsteady development of

a starting jet at the beginning of the ebbing period has

been described qualitatively. A method of estimation

for the front speed of the jet is also presented.

There is a great need to extend the present analyses

in order to provide a better understanding of the extremely

complicated phenomena associated with tidal inlets.

Turbulent mixing processes in bays and estuaries connected

to the ocean through inlets must be investigated further

in depth. Unsteady effects and other effects due to

waves, winds, stratification, etc. also need to be in¬

corporated in the analysis. In this respect, numerical

methods of analyses seem to be best suited for modeling the

exact processes.



APPENDIX A

MEASUREMENT OF JET WIDTH FROM
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS



The measurement of the jet width from the photograph

is made by allowing for the distortion due to the oblique

angle of view and by making use of figure A.l. It is

assumed that the view is isome'tric and the distortion due

to perspective viewing is neglected. The jet curves

slightly to the north as it comes out of the inlet and

therefore the distortion is different at every point along

the jet centerline. The jet width is found by constructing

a semi-circle (inset, figure A.l) as would be viewed from

the same angle of observation and using it as a guide in

measuring distances on the photograph. In reference to

figure A.l, the incremental length along the jet centerline

AC and the jet half-width b may be related to their cor¬

responding values ACp and bp measured from the photograph,

b
P

(A.2)

where S and S are scale factors relating distances
x y 3

measured in x and y directions on the photograph and their

actual values.
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To find the actual jet half-width one proceeds

as follows: first a radius ¿-j of the semi-circle is
drawn in parallel with the tangent to the jet centerline,

then the tangent to £-| on the semi-circle and its parallel
radius Jis constructed. Now that the incremental length

A£p can be calculated using equation (A.l), the new line
across the jet can be drawn parallel to anc* the jet

half-width bp measured. The jet half-width b is then
calculated by using equation (A.2) and its projection b on

the y axis is found from:
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PART II

DISSIPATION AND VAVE SCATTERING
BY NARROW OPENINGS



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1 .1 Background

When water waves are incident upon a constriction,

a complicated wave scattering problem may arise. While

the major part of the incident wave energy is either trans¬

mitted or reflected, it may partially be dissipated in

the form of vortices and turbulence. This situation is

brought about by the real fluid effects, which force the

flow to separate from boundaries. The magnitude of the

dissipation is larger for incident long waves of large

amplitude and also when the opening is narrow and thin.

The actual mechanism of flow separation is basically

the same as in steady flows. For the steady flow of an

ideal incompressible fluid through a constriction the

conservation of volume flux requires the fluid leaving

the constriction to be decelerated and therefore an ad¬

verse pressure gradient is created. This adverse gradient

causes flow separation when the fluid is not ideal.

Similar pressure gradients are also generated in oscillatory

1 98
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flows during each half of the period of motion. There¬

fore, separation occurs on each side of the constriction,

depending on the instantaneous direction of flow. During

reversals of the flow direction, vortices are generated

impulsively at the separation regions and later, con-

vected through the fluid.

Studying the scattering characteristics of narrow

openings under the influence of flow separation bears

considerable engineering importance. Tsunami breakwaters,

narrow harbor entrances, and tidal inlets represent a few

examples where flow separation is encountered. Perforated

breakwaters or pile breakwaters which make use of the same

phenomenon have long been used as efficient energy dis-

sipators.

In the case of narrow harbor entrances, interest

lies in determining the low frequency response of the

harbor which exhibits resonant oscillations at selected

frequencies depending on the geometries of the basin and

the narrow entrance. The linear theories that have been

advanced to study the phenomenon are based on the assump¬

tions that the fluid is perfect and the oscillations are

of small amplitude (see, for example, Lee, 1971). A set

of careful laboratory experiments on harbor oscillations

have been carried out by Ippen and Raichlen (1962), Ippen

and Goda (1963), Lee (1971), and Lee and Raichlen (1972).
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These studies have shown perfect agreement with the linear

theories whenever the entrance dimensions are kept suf¬

ficiently large or, for narrow entrances, whenever the

frequency of excitation is not in the close neighborhood

of the lowest resonant peaks. However, for narrow entrances

and large amplitude resonant motions, considerable differ¬

ences exist between the theories and the experimental results.

The flow separation at such narrow entrances has been con¬

ceived as the responsible dissipation mechanism by Le

Mehaute (1962), Ippen and Raichlen (1962), Lee and

Raichlen (1972), Miles (1974), Miles and Lee (1975), and

Bowers (1977). Theoretical attempts to account for the

entrance losses have been made by Ito (1970), Mei et al.

(1974), and Ünluata and Mei (1975).

The analysis provided by Mei et al. (1974) is of

significance in revealing many features of the nonlinear

wave scattering problem associated with flow separation.

For instance, they have found that for a monochromatic

incident wave and symmetric opening geometry, the scattered

waves will contain odd higher harmonics due to nonlinear dis¬

tortion. This implies possible excitation of one of the

reasonant modes of the harbour whenever higher harmonics

may coincide with these frequencies. Possible third

harmonic excitation in harbors has been reported by

Wilson and T0rum (1968) according to whom oscillations of
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periods 1.73 hr and 38.5 min are observed for San Fran¬

cisco Bay. The latter of these periods represents one-

third of the primary period. Furthermore, Mei et al.

(1974) have shown that when the geometry of the opening

is asymmetrical, it is possible to generate a mean flow

component together with even harmonics. This finding im¬

plies a possibility of flushing bays or canal systems by

constructing asymmetrical openings at two inlet locations.

The effect of friction loss at narrow openings has

been incorporated by Onluata and Mei (1975) in the analy¬

sis of harbor oscillations. It has been found that the

lowest resonant peaks can be drastically reduced by fric¬

tion often to the degree that the much discussed harbor

paradox is no longer present. These results have also

been anticipated earlier by Ippen and Raichlen (1962) and

Le Mehauté (1962).

The effects of flow separation on harbor resonance

has been demonstrated experimentally by Bowers (¡977).
His data mainly show that the amplication factor for the

Helmholtz and sloshing modes (i.e. the lowest two modes,

respectively) within the harbor is greatly reduced as the

amplitude of the incident wave is increased.

Tsunami breakwaters have been designed, mostly in

Japan, as protection measures against tsunami induced

oscillations in bays. This method of protection appears
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to be an efficient one since the dissipation of the inci¬

dent energy by flow separation seems to be suitable for

long waves such as tsunamis. Ito (1970) has done finite

difference modeling of such bay oscillations by taking

into account the entrance losses at a tsunami breakwater.

His results also indicate significant reductions ir ampli¬

tude. If such precautions are not taken substantial damage

may be done to harbors, ships and maritime structures which

may be present in the area. The photograph in figure 1.1

shows vortex shedding at a Japanese harbor during such

a tsunami attack.

Pile or perforated breakwaters also dissipate inci¬

dent wave energy through flow separation. Several small

jets are formed between the piles or at the perforations;

hence, causing turbulent losses. Scattering and dissipa¬

tion characteristics of closely spaced pile breakwaters

have been studied by Hayashi et al. (1966). Their analysis

establishes dependence on the ratio of spacing to the

pile diameter and the amplitude to depth ratio. The

maximum possible rate of dissipation of energy is found

to be 50% of the incident energy flux. Later Terrett et

al. ( 1968) have done a model study of perforated breakwaters

and an approximate analysis in which friction is linearized

by making use of the Lorentz approximation.
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Figure 1.1 Tsunami induced vortex shedding at the harbor entrance of SA-ME
District, Hachinohe Port, Japan (Coastal Engineering in Japan,
vo1. 11, 1968)
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The problem of flow separation under oscillatory

flow conditions has also found application in a number of

other fields. Perforated sound absorbers are frequently

used in room acoustics. Orifices of different kinds are

used as a means of sound generation in musical instruments

and in many other applications such as measurement or

control systems.

In acoustics, a number of investigators have in¬

vestigated the impedance of an orifice. An early work

by Sivian (1935) indicated that the linearized acoustic

resistance of an orifice in a plate depends on the incident

sound wave intensity. Later Ingard and Labate (1950)
have done a detailed experimental study and have included

photographs of the vortex rings and the jet. Thurston

(1958) found that both mass reactance and resistance of

an orifice depend on the velocity at the orifice. . It has

also been reported that, for symmetric orifices, only odd

harmonics are generated; whereas for nonsymmetric openings,

a steady component and even harmonics are also present.

More recently, Ingard and Ising (1967) have made

measurements of the acoustic particle velocity at the

orifice and the transmitted pressure wave spectrum. The

spectrum shows odd harmonics which are of larger magnitude

than the even harmonics generated, because of the

asymmetry of the orifice. They also found that there is
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a transition sound pressure below which a linear relation

exists between the pressure amplitude and the peak velocity

in the orifice, and above this value the pressure amplitude

is proportional to the second power of the peak velocity.

At high velocities the mass reactance approaches one-half

the linear value. During one half cycle, irrotational

flow conditions can be assumed only on one side of the

orifice, and the mass reactance is expected to reduce

approximately by one-half. Irgard (1970) in a later paper

has obtained the transmitted harmonic amplitudes for a

symmetric orifice in the high intensity regime by neglecting

both the mass reactance and the radiation resistance. The

work of Zorumski and Parrott (1971) provides experimental

data on the instantaneous nonlinear resistance and reactance

of perforates. The dependence of these parameters on

velocity is obtained by correlating the pressure difference

across the perforate to the velocity at the perforations.

In a more recent study, Melling (1973) has provided a

comprehensive review and has also evaluated the acoustic

impedance of perforates at medium and high sound pressure

levels using the quasi-steady approximation. His

measurements indicate a linear correlation between the

linearized resistance and the particle velocity at the

orifice; hence, confirming nonlinearity.
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1.2 Objective and Scope of the Present Study

Although qualitative as well as theoretical con¬

siderations have disclosed the importance of separation

losses, no experimental data is available to this day

to support these conclusions. The validity of the theo¬

retical models used to date and the conclusions drawn

with respect to harbor oscillations, etc. has not yet

been established by a basic experimental study, which,

therefore, seems highly desirable. To quote from Miles

(1974) } page 33:

. . . our knowledge of entry losses is quite
limited. Laboratory tests are required (not
necessarily with complete harbor models) over
a sufficient range of scales to establish
parametric trends.

Therefore, the objective of the present work is to

provide experimental information on the fundamental points

of interest predicted by the theory and establish the

parametric dependence of the wave scattering and energy

dissipation associated with narrow openings.

The theoretical basis for the experiments is estab¬

lished in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 approximate solutions

are obtained for the scattering and dissipation coeffi¬

cients. Then in Chapter 4 the experimental results are

outlined and compared with theoretical predictions. The

conclusions drawn from this study are explained in Chapter 5.



CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL MODEL FOR WAVE TRANSMISSION

The study of wave transmission through narrow

constrictions is analogous to the study of forces on solid

bodies in oscillatory flows. The rate of change of momentum

encountered by the fluid upon passing through the con¬

striction is equal to the total pressure force exerted

on the solid boundaries. Based on the classical work due

to Morison et al. (1953) and Keulegan and Carpenter

(1956), this force can be divided into two components;

one being due to the pressure drag (as in the case of

steady flows), and the other arising due to the accelera¬

tion of the flow (unsteady effects).

The above cited components have also been found

to determine wave transmission through narrow openings

by Mei et al. (1974). The model described herein is

essentially based on their theoretical developments, and

therefore, details are omitted from the presentation.

Mei et al. (1974) have assumed the waves to be

of small but finite amplitude, and also long as compared

to both the channel width and the water depth; namely

207
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a/h << 1 , kh << 1 , kb << 1 , (2.1)

where a is the wave amplitude, k the wave number, h the

depth and b the channel width (see figure 2.1). Then,

for an opening geometry as shown in figure 2.1, the head

loss (n-j - n^) across the opening is found to be

nl n2
X
2g

+
s

9
(2.2)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the locations marked

in figure 2.1a and n is the free surface displacement, u

the horizontal component of the orbital velocity, g the

gravitational acceleration, and t the time. The coeffi¬

cients f and s are empirical parameters.

Multiplying equati on (2.2) with pg (p being the den¬

sity of the fluid) yields the pressure differential pg

(n-j - n^) across the opening. Therefore, equation (2.2)
multiplied by pg may be regarded as an approximate ex¬

pression for the net pressure force exerted on the solid

boundaries. The first component, which is quadratic in

velocity, represents the drag resistance whereas the

second component represents the inertial reaction. The

nonlinear drag resistance term arises due to flow separa¬

tion. The linear second term represents the hydrodynamic

reaction to the unsteady motion.
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Equation (2.2) relates the orbital velocity of the

transmitted wave to the head loss (n-| - 112) suffered at
the opening. The principle of conservation of mass

requires

U2=u^=Uj+Up (2.3)

where the subscripts I and R denote incident and reflected

waves respectively. Therefore, making use of equation

(2.3) and by Fourier analyzing water surface elevation

and velocity at cross sections 1 and 2, it can be shown

that

co t2hxy
nl ■ n2 ' nI + nR - n2 ' gic (uI - UR - u2> ' 5k (uI ' u2> ' <2'4'

Substituting equation (2.4) into equation (2.2) yields

s

9 dt 2g
2m
gk (2.5)

which, upon introducing the normalized variables

■ [t • f] U2(t>

-1

F<-> ■ [t • l] u,<‘>

(2.6a)

(2.6b)
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a = ks (2.6c)

3 = f a j- / 2 h (2.6d )

T 0)t , (2.6 e )

reduces to the dimensionless form

f á? + f U I U | + U - F. (2.7)

In equation (2.7), F(t) is the dimensionless forc¬

ing function representing incident wave orbital velocity

and U(t) is the resulting transmitted wave orbital velocity

in dimensionless form. Therefore, equation (2.7) models

the transmission of waves through a narrow opening when F

and U are viewed as the input and the output waves,

respectively. The first term represents the inertial

reaction, the second term the separation (drag) resistance,

and the third term the radiation resistance.

As indicated by Keulegan and Carpenter (1956),

Ingard and Is.'ng (1967), Miles and Lee ( 1 975), and

Sarpkaya (1976), the empirical inertia and drag coeffi¬

cients (s and f, respecti vely) are, for a fixed geometrical

configuration, functions of the Reynolds number R* and the

inverse Strouhal number S *:
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s = s(R*, S*)

f = f(R*, S*) .

The parameters R* and S* are

c = u
cod’

(2.8a)

(2.8b)

defined as

(2.9a)

(2.9b)

where G is the magnitude of the orbital velocity, d the

width of the opening, co the wave frequency, and v the kine¬

matic viscosity of the fluid.

The dimensionless parameters a and 6 are related

to the inertia and drag coefficients through equations

(2.6c) and (2.6d), respectively. By inspecting these

equations, it can be seen that for a fixed geometry of

the constriction, a incorporates the effects of wave fre¬

quency and 8 the wave amplitude.

Equations (2.8a) and (2.8b) indicate an interaction

between the flow separation and inertial effects, since,

without this interaction, the inertia coefficient would

only depend on frequency and opening geometry. The inter¬

action arises due to the change in the flow field caused

by separation. However, the parameters a and 8 can be
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calculated in an approximate way by neglecting the above

cited effect and assuming that a and 6 are not correlated.

In the following, each parameter has been formulated in

the absence of the other's effect.

The parameter a is proportional to the effective

mass accelerated through the opening. The effective mass

can be envisioned as correspondí'ng to that of a rectangular

block (shown in figure 2.2) located at the opening. The

equation of motion for this effective mass can be written
as

dh(p1-p2) = pgdh(n1-n2) p£ 1 dh ^o
dt (2.10)

where p is the dynamic pressure

uQ the particle velocity at the
continuity principle, u Q can be

induced by the waves, and

opening. By making use of

related to u2 as

u
o

(2.11)

Substituting equation (2.11) into equation (2.10) and

comparing with equations (2.2) and (2.6c) in the absence

of separation (i.e., by setting f = 0), the corresponding

value of a is obtained as

a = kb U'/d). (2.12)



Figure 2.2 Definition sketch illustrating the concept of effective mass; (a) plan
view, (b) side view
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The effective length £1 is composed of the core

length £ and the end-correction A£(see figure 2.2):

(2.13)£' = £ + A£.

The core length £ is an obvious contribution, whereas the

end-correction A£ arises due to the disturbance of the

flow by the constriction. Therefore, a can be called

the inertial reactance of the opening*, a term initially

used by Lord Rayleigh (1945) in the field of orifice

acoustics.

For a sharp edged opening as shown in figure

2.1b, the core length £ can be taken as zero. The geometry

in this case has an analogue in the theory of electro¬

magnetic wave guides, where the inertial reactance a is

equivalent to the susceptance of a capacitance diaphragm

discontinuity in a rectangular wave guide. By making use

of variational methods, Collin (1960) has found the bounds

for á as:

l+(l//l
0//1 - (

(2.14)

(lower bound) and
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Figure 2.3 Inertial reactance for (a) sharp edged (type I)
openings, (b) long (type II) openings
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CO

(2.15)
n=l

(upper bound). The coefficients PnQ are functions of the
ratio d/b, given in Collin (1960). Therefore, the inertial

reactance a is a function of the two parameters kb and

d/b. The values of a, obtained by averaging those obtained

from equations (2.14) and (2.15), are plotted in figure

2.3a.

When the length of the opening is large as compared

to its width (d/£ << 1) as shown in figure 2.1c, the

end correction A£ is much smaller than the core length

(A£/£<<1). Taking A£ = 0 in equati on (2.1 2) y i el ds

a = kb (£/d). (2.16)

The inertial reactance a, given by equation 2.16, is

plotted in figure 2.3b.

In the absence of inertial effects (3 = 0), the

separation resistance 6 has been calculated by Mei et al .

(1974) as

2

0.6(£) + 0.4(£)
(2.17)



CHAPTER 3

APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS FOR
SCATTERING AND DISSIPATION

3.1 Approximate Analysis for Monochromatic
Wave Incidence

In the case of an incident monochromatic wave, of

amplitude aj, equation (2.7) reduces to

| + ! U | U | + U = cos x. (3.1)

Approximate solutions to this nonlinear ordinary differ¬

ential equation can be obtained by making use of describ¬

ing function techniques (see, for example, Graham and

McRuer, 1971). Using this approach, equation (3.1) is

modeled by the closed loop system shown in figure 3.1a.

In this block diagram, the linear element L models the

first and third term of equation (3.1), whereas the non¬

linear element N models the quadratic second term. The

input forcing function F(t) = cos t and the negative

feedback signal -Y(x) are superposed to produce the error

signal e0(x). The output sought is U(x).

218
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As a firs 4-
U order approximation, the output U(x)

of the linear element L can be assumed to be free of

higher harmonic distortion. This assumption can be

justified based on the analysis provided by Mei et al.

(1974) which indicates 10% third harmonic distortion for

values of 3 as large as 3 = 5. Thus, taking

U(t)=T1cos(t + 6 -¡) (3.2)

where T^ is the transmission coefficient and 6-j the phase
shift for the first harmonic wave, the output W(x) of the

nonlinear element N can be expanded in Fourier series as

W(x) = U(x) | U(x) |

oo

n=l Tin (4-n2)
cos n(x + 6,) . (3.3)

Equation (3.3) can alternatively be written as

W(x) = 3^- U(x) + R(x) (3.4)

where

n=2 -rrn (4-n2)
cos n(x + 6i). (3.5)
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The first term in equation (3.4) represents the first har¬

monic component, whereas the second term represents the

remainder terms.

The first approximation quasi-linear system is

obtained by replacing the nonlinear element N with the

multiplication factor 8T^/3tt and adding the remainder
terms R(t) as a separate input into the system. The

block diagram for the new system is shown in figure 3.1b.

In the quasi-linear system, the input F can be repre¬

sented as

F(t ) = e1T (3.6)

and therefore the outputs U and Y are

1(x + 6, )
U(t) = T1 e

Y(t) fli i
3ir 2

i (x +6
e (3.8)

The output signal can be related to the error signal

£q(t) = F(t) - Y(t ) as

1

if+i
Ü!
3tt f [F(t) - Y(t)3 = Y(t). (3.9)
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Substituting equations (3.6) and (3.8) into equation (3.9)

yields

1 4T^6
3 TT

1) (3.10)

Solving for the two unknowns T-j and 5-j in equation (3.10),
it can be shown that

2 8 2 2
Ti [( + ]) + ( | )] = 1 (3.ii)

and

51 - tan 1 ( b/3^ + 1) • (3.12)

The transmission of monochromatic waves incident

on a narrow opening is governed by equations (3.11) and

(3.12). These equations give approximate results for the

first harmonic of the transmitted wave. The reflected

waves also have higher harmonic components of small

amplitude. Therefore, the orbital velocity for the re¬

flected wave is

i(t + X1 )
uR = a j R-j e + higher harmonic terms (3.1 3 )

where R-j and A-j are the reflection coefficient and the
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phase shift of the first harmonic component. Substituting

equation (3.13) into equation (2.3) and utilizing equa¬

tions (2.6a), (2.6b), (3.6), and (3.7), it can be shown

that

R 1
+ T- 1 . (3.14)

Using equation (3.10) in equation (3.14), the unknowns

R-j and X-| are found to be

(3.15)

and

X
1

tan (T1 sin 611 - Ti cos ói
(3.16)

The coefficient e characterizing the rate of dissi¬

pation of energy can be calculated approximately based on the

first harmonic scattering coefficients given in equations

(3.11) and (3.15):

£ =
n 2 _ 83
K1 3 IT

1 (3.17)
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The approximation involved in equation (3.17) neglects

the energy transferred into higher harmonics; however,

this does not restrict its applicability since, for all

practical purposes, harmonic generation can be viewed

as an alternative "dissipation" mechanism.

The above approach has yielded approximate solu¬

tions for the scattering coefficients T-j , 6^ , R-j , X-| ,

and the dissipation coefficients in equations (3.11),

(3.12), (3.15), (3.16), and (3.17), respectively. In ob¬

taining these solutions it has only been assumed that the

higher harmonic distortion is small with respect to the

first harmonic component. This does not necessarily imply

that the nonlinearity in equation (3.1) is insignificant.

Therefore, the present method is advantageous over a

perturbation approach which could be utilized when either

of the parameters a or B are small.

The describing function method has been utilized

in order to provide a circuit analogue for the wave scatter¬

ing problem. Improved solutions, including second and

higher harmonic components, can optionally be obtained by

incorporating the secondary input R(t) in the analysis

(see Graham and McRuer, 1971). Therefore, the describing

function technique can provide higher approximations to

the present solutions upon carrying out higher order

calculations.
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It is worth noting that the first order solutions

developed herein can be obtained without using the present

equivalent circuit approach. In fact, substituting equa¬

tion (3.2) into equation (3.1) and retaining only the first

harmonic component in the Fourier expansion of the quadratic

term (3.3) yields

4T-.B
- T-j sin (t+5-j ) + (-g^— + 1) T-j cos (x+S-j ) = cos x. (3.18)

Solving for T-j and 6-j in equation (3.18) yields equations
(3.11) and (3.12) identically.

The above solutions for the scattering and dissipa¬

tion coefficients are valid for arbitrary values of the

parameters a and 8. The limiting cases can be obtained

by letting either of the parameters a and 8 vanish.

In the absence of flow separation (8=0), the solu¬

tions in equations (3.11), (3.12), (3.15), (3.16), and

(3.17) reduce to

T1 = [( f )2 + 1 ] ^ (3.19)

S1 = - tan'1 ( | ) (3.20)

p %
R! = [1 - T‘ ] (3.21)
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X (3.22)

and

(3.23)

respectively. These results in equations (3.19)-(3.23) are

consistent with the linear theory (see Collin, 1960). The

transmission coefficient is exactly the same as given by

equation (3.1) when 3 = 0, and no energy dissipation can

take place as indicated by equations (3.21) and (3.23).

In the fully nonlinear case, i.e., when inertial

effects are not present (a = 0), the solutions in equa¬

tion (3.11), (3.12), (3.15), (3.16), and (3.17) reduce

to

T
M
3tt

(3.24)

Ó, = 0 (3.25)

R T (3.26)

X 0 (3.27)
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a nd

% 3
0 = 2T1R1 = ( §| ) [(1 + 1 ] (3.28)

respectively. In this case, the solutions in equations

(3.24) - (3.28) are consistent with those obtained by

Mei et al. (1974). The transmission coefficient in equa¬

tion (3.24) is identical with their approximate solution

based on a perturbation approach. No phase shifts can

occur in this case due to the absence of inertial effects.

In the limiting case of 8 = 0, Mei et al . ( 1 974 )

have shown that equation (3.24) is an excellent appróxima-

tion for the exact first harmonic transmission coefficient

(less than 3% error for values of 8 as large as 8 = 5). On

trie other hand, when 8 = 0, equation (3.19) constitutes

the exact solution for the linear wave transmisssion,

Therefore it may be concluded that the approximate solu¬

tions obtained herein are sufficiently accurate for arbi¬

trary values of the parameters a and 8.

The first harmonic transmission, reflection and

dissipation coefficients (T-| , R-j , and e) obtained from
equations (3.11), (3.15), and (3.17) are illustrated in

figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, respectively. In each

figure, the variations of the scattering and dissipation

coefficients are first plotted with respect to a (by keeping
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Figure 3.2(a) , (b) T1 as a Function of a and 3
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Figure 3.3(a),(b) R-j as a function of a and 3
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Figure 3.4(a), (b) e as a function of a and B
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3 as parameter) and next with respect to $ (keeping a as

parameter).

As indicated in figure 3.2, in the presence of

both separation and inertial effects (a f 0, 6 f 0), the

transmission coefficient T-| is reduced as compared to the
cases in which either a = 0 or 3 = 0. For fixed opening

geometry, the parameters a and 3 characterize the fre¬

quency and amplitude effects, respectively. Figure 3.2a

shows that when 3 = 0, the system frequency response de¬

creases with increasing frequency; as expected for a first

order linear system. In this limit, the narrow opening

located in the rectangular channel acts as a wave guide

and the higher frequency waves are selectively filtered.

However, as the amplitude of the incident wave is increased

(3>0), the frequency response diminishes for all frequen¬

cies. Finally, when 3 is sufficiently large, the trans¬

mission coefficient becomes independent of frequency (see

figure 3.2a). This fact was initially discovered by

Sivian (1935), who concluded that for strongly nonlinear

orifices, the transmitted acoustic pressure is frequency-

independent. In this limit, the response strongly depends

on amplitude, as indicated by figure 3.2b. It is worth

noting in figure 3.2b that the dependence on amplitude also

vanishes when a is sufficiently large. Therefore, it may

be concluded that the response of a narrow opening with
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with respect to incident waves is determined by the inter¬

play between the parameters a and 3. When separation

effects are large as compared to inertial effects (3 >> a),

transmission is determined by incident wave amplitude.

Conversely, when inertial effects dominate the flow

(a >> 3), the response depends strongly on frequency.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the variations of the first

harmonic reflection coefficient R-j with respect to the
parameters a and 3. For long waves (a = 0), the reflec¬

tion is increased as the nonlinear separation effects

become sufficiently large, as shown in figure 3.3a. For

higher frequency waves, this trend reverses and reflection

is reduced as 3 is increased. Figure 3.3b indicates that

when inertial effects are not present (a = 0), the reflec¬

tion coefficient R-j increases with 3. When a is
increases, R-| increases for all values of 3. However,
this increase is more significant for small values of the

parameter 3.

Finally, the variations of the dissipation coeffi¬

cient e are displayed in figure 3.4. With increasing values

of inertial reactance a, the rate of dissipation of energy

is significantly reduced, as indicated in figure 3.4a.

The variations with respect to the parameter 3 are shown

in figure 3.4b. In the absence of inertial effects (a =0),

the dissipation coefficient increases with increasing values
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of 3, reaches a maximum value of e = 0.5 and decreases

afterwards. The maximum value of e = 0.5 can be obtained

from the criterion for critical points (by making use of

equation 3.26) as

4T1> 3T - <3-29>

Since is a monotonously decreasing function of 6, the

maximum rate of dissipation occurs when

T1 = 0.5. (3.30)

Substituting this result in equations (3.26) and (3.27)

yields

Ri = 0.5 (3.31)

and

e = 0.5 (3.32)

respectively. Therefore, a dissipation ratio of 50% for

the incident wave energy is possible when inertial effects

are negligible. This confirms the anticipated efficiency

of dissipation caused by flow separation, for long waves
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such as tsunamis, storm surges and tidal waves. When

inertial effects become increasingly significant (a in¬

creasing), the dissipation coefficient e is decreased and

thereto re the efficiency of the dissipation mechanism

is reduced, as indicated in figure 3.4b.

3.2 Approximate Analysis for Multiple Harmonic
Wave Incidence

In the analysis provided in section 3.1, the inci¬

dent wave has been assumed to be monochromatic. In

reality, it is nearly impossible to have a pure sinusoidal

wave, since the incident wave quite often contains a

spectrum of frequencies. Furthermore, the incident wave

may be contaminated by nonlinear harmonic generation.

When the incident wave is periodic, the spectrum

contains discrete harmonic components. Therefore, taking

a j i as the amplitude of the lowest frequency component
(frequency = ) in the incident wave and substituting

aI = a 11 > w = w i in equations (2.6b) and (2.6e) respec¬
tively, the orbital velocity for the incident periodic

wave can be expressed in a Fourier series as

co

(3.33)

where pm and 6m are respectively the amplitude ratio

(pm = aim/a¡i’ with aIm = amplitude of the m'th harmonic)
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and phase shift of the m'th harmonic with respect to the

fundamental wave component.

With the forcing function F given in equation (3.33),
the solution of equation (2.7) is obviously more diffi¬

cult than that obtained in section 3.1. In this case, a

limited solution can be obtained by neglecting the iner¬

tial effects. This is justified when B >>a as indicated

in section 3.1. Therefore, taking a = 0 in equation (2.7)

yields

| U| U j + U = F (3.34)

where F is given in equation (3.3). By separating the sign

and amplitude of the terms on both sides of equation (3.4):

(3.35)

if follows that

sgn (U) = sgn (F) (3.36)

and

/I + 2g 1 F
(3.37)B
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The dimensionless orbital velocity U of the trans¬

mitted wave can be expanded in the Fourier series

1 ^ _ - i mx
U(t) = j Zj Tm e (3.38)

m=-°°

where Tm is the complex transmission coefficient corre¬

sponding to the m'th harmonic component. It should be

noted in equation (3.38) that for the function U (x) to
★

be real, it must be that T_m = Tm (the asterisk implying
a complex conjugate). Therefore the absolute transmission

coefficient T is Tm = |Tm| = i (Tm + f ). By making

use of equations (3.36), (3.37), and (3.38), the complex

transmission coefficient Tm is evaluated, yielding

/2tt imx

sgn (F) • (/1+2B í F] - 1) e dx . (3.39)
u

Equation (3.39) is identical to that obtained by Mei et al.

(1 974) for a monochromatic incident wave, when p-j = 1 and
Pm = 0; m > 1. Therefore, the above solution is a modifi¬
cation of their analysis to the case of a multiple har¬

monic incident wave.

The absolute transmission coefficient T = IT I
m 1 m1

for various harmonics are illustrated in figures 3.5, 3.6,

and 3.7 in the case of incident waves consisting of

multiple harmonics. In all calculations, the relative phase
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shifts 6 of the incident harmonics are taken to be

S.m = 0 and the amplitude ratios pm are varied (keeping
Pi = 1 at all times). For the sake of clarity only three
incident harmonics are considered (m = 1, 2, 3).

The transmission coefficient Ti for the first har¬
monic transmitted wave is shown in figure 3.5. The vari¬

ations with respect to the separation parameter 3 = f a j -j / 2 h
(based on ap) are plotted for different values of the
second and third harmonic amplitude ratios (p^ and pg re¬
spectively). The transmission coefficient Ti for the first
harmonic is modified with respect to the monochromatic

incidence case (pi = 1, pg = pg = 0) by the presence of
the higher harmonics; however, the changes can be con¬

sidered relatively small. This result is important in that

the first harmonic is often the most important component.

When the higher harmonics have small amplitude, the total

energy flux, for the transmitted wave is mainly determined

by the fundamental component. Based on this argument, it

can be concluded that the wave transmission is not affected

to a great degree by the presence of second or higher har¬

monics in the incident wave.

The transmission coefficients Tg and Tg for the
second and third harmonics are shown in figures 3.6 and

3.7 respectively. In figure 3.6, the second harmonic

amplitude ratio p^ has been varied while keeping pi = 0,
pg = 0. In figure 3.7, Pi and p2 are taken as Pi = 1
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Figure 3.5 T •] as a function of p2, P3, and B
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Figure 3.6 as a function of P2 and 3 (p^ = 0)
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Figure 3.7 as a function of p3 and g (p2 = 0)
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and p2 = 0 respectively, and the third harmonic amplitude
ratio pg is varied. The results are plotted with respect
to the separation resistance parameter 3 for different

values of pm in each case. Both figures indicate that
the second and third harmonic transmission coefficients

T2 and Tg depend both on the fundamental amplitude
(through the parameter 3 = f a j1/2 h) and the individual
amplitude ratios P2 and pg respectively. These results
reveal that the transmission of the second and higher har¬

monics are more strongly dependent on their own amplitude

ratios pm than on the amplitude of the fundamental inci¬
dent wave.

The above discussion indicates that the different

wave components interact weakly with each other due to

the nonlinearity caused by flow separation. Hence, the

higher harmonics of the incident wave have small influence

on the transmitted waves. As remarked earlier, their

effect on the transmission of the total incident energy

flux is expected to be negligible when the amplitude

ratios pm (m > 1 ) are smal1 .



CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTS

The experiments presented in this chapter are

carried out in order to obtain the scattering and dissipa¬

tion coefficients for a narrow opening in the presence of

flow separation. A narrow opening similar to that shown

in figure 2.1 is placed in a wave tank. A wave-maker

is operated at one end of the tank and the far field wave

properties are measured for a wide range of parameters.

After analyzing the experimental data, the results are

compared with the predictions of the approximate analyses

presented in Chapter 3.

4.1 Experimental Set-Up and Procedures

The experiments are carried out in a wave tank by

placing a narrow opening in between a wave-maker at one

end and an absorbing beach at the other end. The experi¬

mental set-up includes equipment for measuring the wave

properties and a recording system used in the acquisition

and analysis of the experimental data.

242
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Laboratory layout of the wave tank is shown in

figure 4.1 There are two parallel sections of the wave

tank, built originally for purposes of comparing mechani¬

cally generated waves in one section with wind and mechani¬

cally generated waves in the other. In the present ex¬

periments only one section of the wave tank was used. The

total length of the tank is 60 m and the width b of each

individual channel is b = 0.87 m.

The wave-maxer located at the end of the wave tank

consists of a vertical bulkhead activated by a signal gen¬

erator and an amplifier system. The bulkhead can be oper¬

ated as a piston or a paddle type wave-maker or in a

combination of these two modes. This is achieved by two

actuators located at the top and bottom of the bulkhead,

each one being connected to an individual amplifier. In

the present experiments the wave-maker is operated in the

piston mode. An absorbing beach structure is located at

the other end of the wave-tank for providing a reflection¬

less termination of the incident waves. The beach con¬

sists of a wedge shaped box filled with steel turnings.

The wedge is covered with mats of fibrous material for

reducing wave reflection further.

The narrow opening to be tested is placed midway

between the two ends of the wave tank. Two types of

opening geometries were tested. Type I consists of a



Figure 4.1 Laboratory layout of the wave tank
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sharp edged opening as shown in figure 2.1b. This type of

opening is formed by leaving a narrow space between two

thin plates attached to the channel walls. A photograph

of the wave tank and the narrow opening is shown in

figure 4.2. The thickness £ of the plate (£ = 6 mm) is

small with respect to the width d of the opening (£/d << 1).

The width d of the aperture is varied for different sets

of experiments. The type II geometry corresponds to the

long and narrow opening shown in figure 2.1c. This type

of opening geometry is constructed by attaching two rec¬

tangular prism boxes to the opposite walls of the channel.

The length £ of the opening is much larger than the width

d (£/d >>1). Only one set of dimensions are used for

testing, where d = 12.5 cm and £ = 50 cm.

The water surface displacement due to waves are

measured by making use of capacitance type wave gauges.

A capacitance wave gauge consists of an insulated (nyclad)

wire which is sealed at one end and connected to the elec¬

tronic circuit at the other. The insulation acts as the

dielectric, and the center of the wire is connected to

the positive terminal of the bridge circuit. The negative

terminal of the bridge circuit is grounded to the water mass

which acts as the other terminal for the capacitance. The

capacitance of the insulation changes in proportion with

the water 1 eve! .
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Figure 4.2 Narrow opening placed in the wave tank
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Four wave gauges are mounted on a rack as shown in

figure 4.3. This facilitates simultaneous wave measurement

at closely spaced points along the wave tank; since each

wave gauge can be individually connected to the bridge

circuit and the recording system. The spacing between

adjacent wave gauges is 7.5 cm. During the present experi¬

ments only a single pair of wave gauges is used for obtain¬

ing simultaneous two-point wave measurements. The spacing

between two gauges can be varied by selecting any two of

the four gauges.

The wave gauge rack is mounted on a point gauge

used for calibrating the system before experiments. The

point gauge itself is suspended from a carriage that moves

on rails extending the length of the wave tank.

The output of the bridge circuit is connected to

a Hewlett-Packard 7708B strip chart recorder (shown in

figure 4.4) and a Hewlett-Packard 3960A magnetic tape

recorder (shown in figure 4.5).

The analogue data, recorded on magnetic tape dur¬

ing experiments, are later digitized and recorded on com¬

puter tape by making use of a Kinemetrics DDS 1103 data

acquisition system (shown in figure 4.5). Finally, the

digital information is analyzed on an IBM 370 computer.
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Figure 4.3 Array of capacitance type wave gauges
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Figure 4.4 Strip chart recorder and controls for the
wave-maker

Figure d. 5 Data acquisition system and magnetic tape
recorders
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4.2 Ranges of the Parameters g and Q

In order to insure a relevant laboratory modeling

of the present wave scattering problem, the parameters a

and 3 must fall into the ranges of values that occur

naturally.

Since, in the present context, interest lies in

determining the response of narrow openings such as harbor

or bay entrances, tsunami breakwaters, and tidal inlets,

the geometrical dimensions can be roughly estimated as

d = 10 0 m, b = 1 0 0 0 m, h = 10 m. (4.1)

The waves that are of interest are long waves (kh << 1)

such as surf beats, tsunami waves, or tidal waves. For

these groups of waves, the approximate ranges of the

amplitude aj and the period 2 it / « are

0.1m ^ aj ^ 2 m

1 min S — $ 2 h r s.
O)

(4.2)

Using the shallow water dispersion relation k = w//gF ,

and substituting the numerical values in equations (4.1)

and (4.2) into equations (2.14), (2.15), and (2.17)

yields
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O < a % 25

O < e < 50

(4.3)

as the approximate ranges for the parameters a and B.

In the experiments, a large part of the ranges in

equation (4.3) were covered to test the wave scattering

behavior with respect to the two parameters a and 3. The

values of these and other experimental parameters can be

found in Appendix A.

4.3 Shallow Water Nonlinearity of the Incident
and Scattered Waves

During the experiments, two conditions are required

for having significant flow separation effects. First,

the amplitude to depth ratio aj/h for the incident wave
must be sufficiently large. Second, the incident wave

must be long as compared to the opening dimensions (kd<<1).

These conditions imply that the inverse Strouhal number

S* (the ratio of the particle excursion length to the

aperture width) is sufficiently large, satisfying

S* = u/wd >> 1 (see equation 2.9b). For increasing values

of aj/h and S* the parameter S is also increased (see
equations 2.6d and 2.8b) and therefore separation losses

are enhanced.
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Achieving more significant separation effects often

introduces other complexities, since the two conditions

cited above also cause the waves to be distorted due to

shallow water nonlinearity. More specifically, since

aj/h is finite and kh << 1 (implied by kd << 1, and since
h < d in most cases), the incident and scattered waves

are generally described by Boussinesq wave equations. In

the present experiments, they are nonlinear dispersive

waves that are periodic in time and are therefore described

by the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation. For the incident

and transmitted waves, i . e „ , for waves traveling in the

positive x-direction (x-axis oriented along the wave

tank as shown in figure 2.1), the KdV equation is (Whitham,
1 975):

(1 0 =0. (4.4)
For the reflected waves (waves propogating in the negative

x-direction) the corresponding equation can be obtained by

transforming x -* -x and t •> t in equation (4.4).

Shallow water nonlinearity causes harmonic genera¬

tion in the incident and scattered waves. These harmonics

interact and exchange energy with each other; as a result

of which the waves are periodic in time and almost-periodic

in space. Numerical calculations for almost-periodie waves
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in time, an analogue for the present case, can be found in

Bryant (1973). In the present case, the amplitude of

the fundamental component is first reduced with distance

x (its energy being transferred to higher harmonics) until

it reaches a minimum value. Afterwards, the fundamental

amplitude increases with distance until its original value

is recovered (at the expense of a decrease in amplitude of

the higher harmonics). The distance in which the waves

evolve spatially is much larger than the wavelength.

Therefore, the water surface displacement n can be repre¬

sented as a sum of incident and reflected waves (assuming

reflection is present on both sides of the narrow opening),

as

.-inwt , , ik. x -ik x -inwt

n^Z^Bn<x>e '?¿J[an(x)e " + añWe " > -M-5)
n = -oo n=-o°

Here, a*(x) and a~(x) are comP^ex amplitudes of the inci¬

dent and reflected waves respectively, and are slowly

varying functions of distance x. Since n is real, it must
★ + -f ★

be required that B_n = Bn and (a^n) = (a~) (where the
asterisk implies a complex conjugate).

Shallow water nonlinearity often complicates the

experimental determination of the nonlinear response of a

narrow opening; since, in the far field of the opening,

harmonics are generated and the waves are modulated spa¬

tially as indicated by equation (4.5). In order to overcome
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this difficulty, the waves on both sides of the opening

have to be harmonic analyzed and the incident and scattered

waves separated. This requires the simultaneous measure¬

ment of the water surface displacement at two closely

spaced points x-| and x2 = x-j + Ax (Ax being the spacing),
respectively. The complex amplitudes ^ n (x -j ) and Bn(x2)
can be obtained, by Fourier analyzing the recordings at

these two points. Using this information, solving for the

incident and reflected wave amplitudes is possible, when

one assumes that the variations a*(x) and a~(x) are in¬

significant over the small distance Ax. With this assump¬

tion, the complex amplitudes a*(xM) and a“(xM) at the mid¬
point x^ = (x-j + x 2) / 2 can be determined from equation
(4.5), by solving

'

eUnXl -k x, 1
e " 1 ( a+ ( XM)j n • M'

eiknX2 -i k X

e n 2 J ( an(xM} b„(x2>

By making use of the above procedure the incident and re¬

flected wave harmonics are separated and their individual

variations with distance are obtained. The spatial vari¬

ations of the amplitudes |Bn(x)|, |a*(x)| and |a~(x)| for
the harmonic components 1 £ n £ 4 obtained for the present

experiments are shown in Appendix B. These plots
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correspond to experiments 1 through 10, for which the

experimental parameters are listed in Appendix A. The

amplitude variations are obtained by traversing an average

distance of 20 meters along the wave tank. For the other

experiments (experiments 11-66) a shorter traverse dis¬

tance of about 6 m has been covered near the location of

the narrow opening. The experimental parameters for

these experiments are also shown in Appendix A.

It has been remarked earlier that, due to shallow

water nonlinearity, it is often difficult to evaluate

the scattering and dissipation characteristics of narrow

openings. The harmonic generation in the far field makes

it impossible to obtain monochromatic incident waves.

Furthermore, the amplitudes of the harmonic components

exhibit spatial variations which cause difficulties in

calculating scattering coefficients.

The above cited difficulties have been partially

overcome by the separation of the incident and reflected

wave amplitudes. A positive factor, utilized in the de¬

termination of the scattering coefficients is the slow

spatial variation of wave amplitudes. As shown in Appendix

B, the evolution distance is usually much larger than the

wavelength, and therefore the incident and scattered waves

can be assumed to be of permanent form in the near field

of the opening.
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4.4 Transmission, Reflection and Dissipation
Characteristics of Narrow Openings

4.4.1 Sharp Edged (Type I) Openings

A majority of the experiments are directed toward

obtaining the nonlinear response of a sharp edged (type I)

opening shown in figure 2.1b. The thickness to width

ratio l/d of the aperture for a type I opening is l/d << 1

(in the present experiments l/d _< 0.133). The experiments
are carried out for four different width ratios: d/b =

0.052, 0.103, 0.162, and 0.441. For each opening geometry,

the frequency and amplitude of the incident wave is varied

over a wide range. The experimental parameters for type I

openings are tabulated in Appendix A for experiments 1-60.

The flow separation phenomenon during one of the

experiments is illustrated in figure 4.6. The streak lines

are visualized by using confetti placed on the water

surface. The amplitude and period of the fundamental

component of the incident wave are a^ = 0.6 cm and
2 tt / oj i = 5 sec, respecti vely. In this experiment, the water
depth is h = 30.5 and the ratio d/b is taken as d/b = 0.162.

The arrow, appearing in the photographs, indicates the

direction of wave incident. It should be noted that the

time interval over which the photographs in figure 4.6

are taken is greater than the wave period. The relative
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phase angle 8 for each one of the four individual photo¬

graphs is adjusted such that 0 <_ 0 £ 2tt; whereas the
actual values x = cot may correspond to x = 8 + 2niT,

n being an arbitrary integer. The flow is in the direc¬

tion of the arrow in figures 4.6a,b and in the opposite

direction in figure 4.6c,d. The photographs in figures

4.6a and 4.6c are taken slightly after flow reversals

and therefore incipient vortices are observed at the

edges of the plates.

Figure 4.6 reveals the complexity of flow near the

narrow opening. New vortices are generated in one direc¬

tion, while vortices shed earlier in the opposite direc¬

tion are still present on the upstream side of the opening.

This contradicts with the theoretical development in Mei

et al. (1974), where the flow on the upstream side (with

respect to the flow direction) is assumed to be inviscid.

Therefore, it is implied that the semi-empirica1 formula

(equation 2.17) may be of limited use in predicting the

drag resistance parameter f. This fact will be commented

on further in section 4.4, where it is shown that the

experimental values of f differ significantly from those

predicted by equation (2.17).

As indicated by the above discussion, the drag

coefficient f calculated from equation (2.17) is highly

unreliable. A more reasonable behavior of the scattering
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(c) (d)

Visualization of
a narrow opening
(c) 0 = 180° , (d)

the wave-induced flow through
(a) 0=0, (b) 0 = 72°
0 = 288°

Figure 4.6
5
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characteristics has been observed v/hen the parameter f is

evaluated experimentally as described in section 4.4.

The corresponding experimental value of the parameter B is

denoted as Be • In most of the forthcoming discussions,
the scattering characteristics are determined with respect

to & .
0

An evaluation of the experimental scattering and

dissipation coefficients is made based on average energy

flux. Defining and $-j- as the total energy fluxes
of'the incident, reflected and transmitted waves respec¬

tively, the corresponding time-averaged (over the funda¬

mental period 2tt/loi ) values, denoted by cornered brackets,
can be calculated as

<$> j>

<v a C
Rn n

<$j>

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)

where pis the density of water, and group velocity CR
of the n'th harmonic component is
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r = 1 M l + L!
s i n h 2 k h

2k h
n

(4.10)n 2 k
n

The average energy fluxes of the scattered and incident

waves can be obtained from equations (4.7), (4.8), and

(4.9) after determining amplitudes of the harmonic com¬

ponents through the method of separation outlined in

section 4.3. Then, the transmission, reflection and

dissipation coefficients are calculated as

T = [<$T >/< >] (4.11)

R = [<$R >/< >] (4.12)

e = [<$■£ > -< $R > -< $T>]/<$I>

(4.13)

The above approach for calculating the scattering

and dissipation coefficients has several advantages.

First, it is felt that this is an appropriate method of

comparing responses when the incident and scattered waves
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contain significant higher harmonics. Secondly, the calcu¬

lation of the scattering coefficients is made simpler,

since the average energy fluxes are independent of the

point of measurement; as opposed to the individual har¬

monic amplitudes, which change with distance x (measured

from the opening) as indicated in section 4.3. However,

disadvantages of the above method also exist, including

the difficulty of verifying the experimental results with

the theoretical model presented in Chapter 2.

The experimental values of T, R, and e determined

from equations (4.11), (4.12), and (4.13) are shown as

functions of in figures 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9. Since exact

calculations are not available, the experimental results

are compared with the limited analysis presented in section

3.2. This analysis does not take inertial effects into ac¬

count, although higher harmonics in the incident wave are

included. Solid curves in figures 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 are

obtained by using equations (4.7) through (4.13) and

the analysis provided in section 3.2. They represent ap¬

proximate bounds for T, "R, and "e obtained by arbitrarily

changing the amplitude ratios p , the phase shifts 5m of
the incident higher harmonics (m > 1), and also by varying

the parameter k-|h for the first harmonic. For the present
calculations, a total of four incident harmonics are taken

and the ranges 0 £ Pm £ 1 , 0 £ 6m £ 2tt and 0.1 £ k-jh £ 1.0
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have been covered for each harmonic component. The re¬

sults obtained from several combinations of these input

parameters have been analyzed to determine the upper and

1ower bounds .

The scatter in the experimental points for T, R,

and e arise due to a number of reasons. An obvious contri¬

bution is due to experimental errors. Effects due to the

presence of higher harmonics in the incident wave are

indicated by the calculated bounds for the scattering and

dissipation coefficients. Furthermore, inertial effects,

neglected in these calculations, also have a contribution.

This is especially apparent in figure 4.8, since the devi¬

ations in the experimental values of R indicate a similar

behavior to that observed in figure 3.3b.

An example (experiment 1 in Appendix A) of the

observed and predicted amplitude spectra for the incident,

transmitted and reflected waves is shown in figure 4.10.

The calculated scattering coefficients (based on solutions

obtained in section 3.2) indicate a good agreement with the

data since >>ct in this case.

Even though T, the transmission coefficient based

on total energy flux, depends on the presence of higher

harmonics in the incident wave, the first harmonic trans¬

mission coefficient T-| is not expected to be changed
significantly, as indicated in section 3.2. Therefore,



Figure 4.10 Incident, transmitted and reflected wave spectra for experiment 1
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the behavior of T-j with respect to the relevant parameters
should be investigated further. This is done by comparing

the experimental results with approximate solutions pre¬

sented in section 3.1.

In figures 4.11a-e, the fundamental transmission

coefficient T-j is plotted with respect to the parameter a,
while grouping data points for various ranges of g .

Shaded areas in each figure illustrate the range of solu¬

tions obtained from equation (3.11) for the indicated

values of 6 = g . The solution obtained from equation

(3.19) in the absence of separation losses (g = 0) is

also shown for comparison. For small values of the separa¬

tion resistance parameter g , the experimental values of T-j
are closer to the predictions of the linear solution in

equation (3.19). For increasing values of g, transmission

is reduced due to increased predominance of the flow

separation. For large values of g, the response becomes

independent of a as illustrated in figure 4.lie. There¬

fore, the general behavior of the narrow opening in re¬

sponse to incident waves is found to be identical to that

predicted in section 3.1

The amplitude dependence of the response is assessed

by varying a j ^/h for fixed values of a and d/b. The
scattering and dissipation characteristics for a = 1, d/b =

0.052, a = 1, d/b = 0.103, and a = 5, d/b = 0.052 are



Figure 4.11(a ) -(e) T-j as a function of a for different
ranges of the parameter 3
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Figure 4.11 (continued)
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shown in figures 4.12, 4-13, and 4.14 respectively. For

purposes of comparison, approximate solutions for T-j, R-| ,

and e in equations (3.11), (3.15), and (3.17),respectively ,

are also displayed. It should be noted that in plotting

the analytical solutions, the corresponding amplitude ratio

a^-j/h is obtained by employing equation (2.17) and then
utilizing the fact that a^/h = 23/f. Even though equa¬
tion (2.17) is highly unreliable in predicting values of

the empirical coefficient f, the approximate solutions

indicate a reasonable agreement with the experimental data.

This close agreement between theory and experiments can

be attributed to the weak dependence of scattering coeffi¬

cients on the parameter 3, when 3 is large.

The above experiments indicate several difficulties

in predicting the response of narrow openings to long inci¬

dent waves of finite amplitude. Complications may arise

due to nonlinear distortion of the incident wave and also

due to insufficient information on the inertia and drag

coefficients. However, it has been shown that these diffi¬

culties do not eliminate the use of approximate calcula¬

tion methods presented in sections 3.1 and 3.2. This is

especially true for calculating first harmonic scattering

and dissipation coefficients, since they are less dependent

on the above cited complexities and are often more impor¬

tant than the higher harmonics.
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4.2.2 Long (Type II) Openings

In the case of a type II opening geometry, the length

l of the opening is large as compared to its width d

{i/d >> 1) as shown in figure 2.1c. The scattering behavior

for this type of opening becomes significantly different

as compared to a type I opening. When the parameter a,

determined by using equation (2.16), is sufficiently large,

inertial effects often dominate separation losses and

therefore a more linear response is observed.

In the present experiments (experiments 61-66 in

Appendix A), the opening dimensions are such that £/d = 4

and d/b = 0.147. The experimentally determined values of

T-j and R-| are presented in figure 4.15, where they are also
compared with solutions obtained in section 3.1. The

analytical solutions correspond to the linear case (g = 0)

for which T-j and R-j are given in equations (3.19) and
(3.21) as a function of the parameter a given in equations

(2.14) and (2.15). The close agreement between predictions

of the linear theory and the experimental results suggests

the dominant role of inertial effects in this case. It

is worth remarking that even though flow separation is also

observed in these experiments, its role in determining the

response of the opening is suppressed by the inertial

reactance. Consequently, the rate of dissipation of

energy is significantly reduced.
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4.5 Determination of the Drag Coefficient
from Experiments

In the linear regime of wave scattering (3 = 0),

no dissipation of energy can occur since the total energy

flux of the scattered waves is equal to that of the incident

wave, as has been shown earlier in equations (3.21) and

(3.23). However, in the presence of flow separation (3 f 0),

equation (3.28) has indicated that the rate of dissipation

of energy is non-zero and its magnitude depends on the

separation parameter 3.

Based on the above arguments, it may be anticipated

that the drag coefficient f can be determined by analyzing

the incident and scattered wave data. The dissipation of

the wave energy occurs within jets and vortices generated

at the opening as shown in figure 4.6. Assuming the dissi¬

pation to be confined within the control volume between

cross sections 1 and 2 in figure 2.1a, the rate of loss of

energy can be calculated. For a homogeneous, incompres¬

sible fluid under adiabatic conditions, the rate of loss

of energy E^ is obtained by subtracting the rate of storage
of energy from the total energy flux entering through

the control surface (c.s.) as

p (£. + gz + ) u . dS - Es, (4.14)
c.s.
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where u is the velocity vector, d?, the differential

surface area vector, p the pressure, and z the vertical

distance measured upwards from the still water level.

For long waves, the pressure p can be assumed to be

hydrostatic as

p = p g(n - z), (4.15)

and therefore, substituting equation (4.15) into (4.14) and

considering again the control surface between cross sec¬

tions 1 and 2 in figure 2.1a yields

(4.16)

By making use of equations (2.2) and (2.3), equation (4.16)

can be written as

(4.17)

Upon time-averaging (over the fundamental period 2 tt /o> -j ),
the second and third terms in equation (4.17) vanish due

to periodicity of the waves, yielding
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•

<E|^>= j p bh < | u2 |
3

>

(4.18)

Equation (4.18) indicates the possibility of deter¬

mining average rate of dissipation of energy from wave

measurements on the transmission side of the narrow open¬

ing, for a given value of the drag coefficient f. By

comparing the time averaged form of equation (4,14) with

equations (4.7), (4.8), and (4.9), it can be shown that

(4.19)

i.e. , the total power dissipated within the control volume

is equivalent to the net flux of energy through the con¬

trol surface. Therefore utilizing equations (4.7),

(4.13), (4.18), and (4.19), and solving for the drag coef¬

ficient f yields
00

f (4.20)
g2 h k3<|n2 | >
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This equation can be used in calculating f, when the inci¬

dent and scattered wave characteristics are determined by

measurement.

The experimental values of the coefficient f, ob¬

tained by using the above approach, are shown in figure

4.16. The calculations for f are carried out by using

data obtained at the nearest four locations on the trans¬

mission side of the narrow opening. Then, the denominator

in equation (4.20) is evaluated by averaging those obtained

from the four individual measurements. The numerator in

equation (4.20) is proportional to the total loss of power,

which can be calculated for each experiment from data

given in Appendix A.

The solid curve in figure 4.16 illustrates the semi-

empirical formula in equation (2.17). The experimentally

inferred values of f differ significantly from values

determined from the formula given by Mei et al. (1974).

As noted earlier in section 4.4.1, this is to be expected,

since the flow character istics in the presence of separation

are extremely complex. Even though errors involved in

inferring f may be large, the scatter of the data in

figure 4.16 can be largely attributed to the dependence

on several other parameters besides d/b. In addition to

the functional relation expressed in equation (2.8b), f may

also depend on other relatively more inconceivable factors.
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Figure 4.16 The drag coefficient f as a function of d/b
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However, these could not be established by the present

experimental study.

4.6 Parametric Dependence of Wave Scattering
Observed in Other Experimental Studies

Results obtained in other experimental investiga¬

tions concerning wave scattering by narrow constrictions

can be used in analyzing the validity of the parametric

dependence observed in the present study. Although the

availability of such experiments are limited at present,

results due to Hayashi et al. (1966) on scattering caused

by a row of piles can be used for this purpose.

Hayashi et al. (1966) have measured the reflection

and transmission coefficients for piles of uniform diameter

D, placed at spacings of b. Jets of water are formed at

gaps of width d = b-D in between the piles. The experi¬

mental scattering coefficients have been presented as

functions of the two parameters d/D and aj/h.
When possible interactions between adjacent jets

are neglected, the region between each pair of piles can

be considered analogous to a narrow opening placed in a

wave tank as in the case of the present experiments. Since

piles are more streamlined than opening geometries con¬

sidered in the present study, the discharge coefficient c

(see Mei et al., 1974, for definition) can be taken as



Figure 4.17 (a) T-j and (b) R-j versus 3 for experiments due to Hayashi et al . ( 1 966 ) 282
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Figure 4.17 (continued) 283



c = l . Then according to Mei et ai. (1974), the drag co¬

efficient f is given as

284

h 2
f = - 1) , (4.21)

which is analogous to equation (2.17).

The experimental transmission and reflection co¬

efficients given in Hayashi et al. (1966) are displayed

in figures 4.17a and 4.17b respectively, where they are

plotted with respect to the combined parameter 8 = f aj/2h.
The solid curves represent T-j and R-j given in equa¬

tions (3.24) and (3.26) respectively, neglecting inertial

effects (a = 0). Experimental values of the scattering

coefficients generally appear to be less than predicted,

indicating a greater amount of energy dissipation that

may be associated with interactions of neighboring jets.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

Main characteristics of the response of a narrow

opening to incident waves have been investigated experi¬

mentally. Approximate analyses of the scattering and

dissipation are used in interpreting the results. The

frequency and amplitude dependence of the response have been

established for a fixed opening geometry, even though other

factors are also found to complicate the wave scattering

phenomenon.

Shallow water nonlinearity in the far field of the

opening causes harmonic generation in both the incident

and scattered waves and hence causes difficulties in deter¬

mining the scattering coefficients. Furthermore, the re¬

sponse of the opening is influenced by the presence of

harmonic distortion in the incident wave. In overcoming

these difficulties, a method has been devised for separating

the incident and reflected wave harmonics.

The wave scattering is analyzed approximately for

two simplified cases. In the first case, the incident

wave is assumed to be monochromatic and effects due to flow

separation and inertia are both included. In the other

285
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case, inertial reactance of the opening is neglected, while

higher harmonics in the incident wave are included in the

analysis. A majority of the experimental results support

the predictions based on approximate solutions.

Specific conclusions drawn in regard to wave scatter¬

ing and dissipation are

1. For fixed geometry of the opening and water

depth, wave scattering is determined by both the frequency

and the amplitude of the incident wave. The frequency

dependence is a result of the inertial reactance of the

opening while the amplitude dependence is related to the

nonlinear flow separation.

2. When the opening is narrow and has sharp edges,

or when the incident wave is long and has sufficient in¬

tensity, flow separation plays a dominant role and the

scattering characteristics become dependent on amplitude

only (frequency dependence vanishes). In this limit, the

rate of dissipation of energy is maximum.

3. When the opening is narrow but has a finite

length that is much greater than the width, or when the

incident wave is short and of small amplitude, inertial

effects dominate the wave scattering. In this case, the

response is solely dependent on the incident wave fre¬

quency (amplitude dependence vanishes). The rate of

dissipation of energy is negligible.
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4. Wave transmission in the presence of inertial

and separation effects is smaller than the cases in which

either of these influences are negligible.

5. In the presence of inertial effects, the re¬

flection of the incident wave is increased as compared to

the case when the inertial reactance of the opening is

zero.

6. Energy losses are reduced by the presence of

inertial effects.

7. Higher harmonic components in the incident wave

also have an influence on the scattering and dissipation.

However, their effect on the first harmonic scattering

coefficients is small. The scattering of the higher

harmonics dependson their own amplitude ratios as well as

the fundamental amplitude.

The above conclusions are drawn in regard to the

general behavior of the opening. Empirical coefficients

characterizing the inertial reactance and the separation

resistance have been relatively intractable. An attempt

has been made to infer values of the separation resistance

from wave measurements, but possible experimental errors

blur its dependence on relevant parameters. However, this

does not prevent the usage of approximate values since the

dependence of the wave scattering on the drag resistance

is weak when effects due to flow separation play a dominant

role.
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In future research, there is a great need for evalu¬

ating the empirical drag and inertia coefficients. How¬

ever, this must be done separately for each geometrical

configuration. In fact, there are serious disadvantages

in this approach since it involves a tedious task in trying

to express the extremely complicated flow phenomena solely

in terms of empirical coefficients. Future research must

recognize the interactions between inertial and separation

effects.



APPENDIX A

EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS



Experiment h
(cm)

kh Vh
(xl0“3
joules/
sec)

T

1 30.5 0.400 0.0361 17.56

d/b =

0.28

2 30.5 0.700 0.0594 42.99 0.32

3 15.2 0.540 0.0269 1.43 0.27

4 15.2 0.400 0.0217 2.50 0.32

5 30.5 0.300 0.0108 4.60 0.32

6 30.5 0.500 0.0177 5.78 0.28

7 30.5 0.600 0.0213 6.43 0.20

8 30.5 0.300 0.0121 10.66 0.38

9 15.2 0.300 0.0157 0.81 0.30

10 15.2 0.400 0.0151 0.68 0.36

11 30.5 0.221 0.0033 0.13 0.63

12 30.5 0.221 0.0079 0.83 0.41

13 30.5 0.221 0.0151 3.49 0.32

14 30.5 0.221 0.0230 8.78 0.32

15 30.5 0.221 0.0344 20.66 0.25

16 15.2 0.110 0.0112 0.30 0.51

17 15.2 0.110 0.0171 0.83 0.28

18 15.2 0.110 0.0249 1.94 0.22

19 15.2 0.110 0.0276 2.63 0.23

R e I,

052

0.64 0.51 0.35

0.64 0.49 0.33

0.75 0.37 0.24

0.73 0.37 0.39

0.68 0.44 0.27

0.60 0.56 0.35

0.74 0.41 0.25

0.60 0.49 0.30

0.65 0.48 0.29

0.74 0.32 0.39

0.30 0.51 0.60

0.41 0.66 0.42

0.61 0.53 0.30

0.66 0.46 0.34

0.68 0.48 0.22

0.42 0.57 0.47

0.57 0.59 0.25

0.58 0.61 0.20

0.71 0.44 0.21

Ri a Be

0.66 1.82 21.7

0.67 3.30 24.4

0.76 5.30 28.9

0.82 3.80 9.8

0.58 1.35 15.7

0.70 2.33 15.5

0.75 2.77 27.7

0.62 1.35 10.9

0.67 2.77 14.9

0.70 3.80 8.7

0.31 1.00 2.7

0.40 1.00 4.7

0.60 1.00 11.7

0.67 1.00 13.8

0.67 1.00 37.8

0.43 O o 8.9

0.58 1.00 9.3

0,56 1.00 48.6

0.70 1.00 24.8
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<$J>
Experiment h

(cm)
kh Vh (xlO-3

joules/
sec)

T R e ri Ri a 6e

20 15.2 0.110 0.0394 4.78 0.20 0.74 0.42 0.17 0.75 1.00 59.1

21 30.5 1.024 0.0062 0.37 0.42 0.84 0.14 0.40 0.84 5.00 --

22 30.5 1.024 0.0170 2.88 0.34 0.79 0.27 0.32 0.79 5.00 —

23 30.5 1.024 0.0249 5.81 0.35 0.82 0.23 0.33 0.82 5.00 --

24 30.5 1.024 0.0427 18.08 0.35 0.89 0.22 0.28 0.84 5.00 --

25 30.5 1.024 0.0022 0.05 0.36 0.90 0.09 0.35 0.88 5.00 --

d/b = 0. 103

26 30.5 0.200 0.0150 3.36 0.76 0.44 0.23 0.77 0.42 0.66 0.9

27 30.5 0.300 0.0075 0.77 0.74 0.41 0.28 0.75 0.33 0.99 1.3

28 30.5 0.400 0.0110 1.55 0.71 0.29 0.42 0.72 0.28 1.33 2.4

29 30.5 0.500 0.0110 1.68 0.68 0.55 0.23 0.71 0.57 1.66 1.2

30 30.5 0.600 0.0200 4.26 0.52 0.52 0.45 0.52 0.50 2.00 6.0

31 15.2 0.154 0.0144 0.63 0.62 0.55 0.31 0.64 0.56 1.00 2.3

32 15.2 0.154 0.0197 1.65 0.49 0.61 0.39 0.43 0.62 1.00 3.0

33 15.2 0.154 0.0197 3.10 0.45 0.61 0.43 0.40 0.61 1.00 3.6

34 15.2 0.154 0.0177 4.26 0.43 0.67 0.36 0.37 0.66 1.00 1.5

35 30.5 0.309 0.0035 0.17 0.73 0.55 0.15 0.76 0.56 1.00 0.6

36 30.5 0.309 0.0144 2.84 0.61 0.48 0.40 0.61 0.50 1.00 3.5

37 30.5 0.309 0.0217 7.62 0.52 0.52 0.46 0.53 0.53 1.00 5.3

38 30.5 0.309 0.0282 16.01 0.48 0.55 0.47 0.47 0.54 1.00 9.0 291



<#J>
Experiment h

(cm)
kh aIl/h (xlO-3

joules/
sec)

T R e Ti Ri a Be

d/b = 0.162
39 30.5 0.300 0.0200 7.75 0.63 0.45 0.40 0.66 0.45 0.75 4.8
40 30.5 0.400 0.0250 8.39 0.61 0.39 0.47 0.63 0.39 1.01 7.5

41 30.5 0.400 0.0390 18.08 0.60 0.53 0.36 0.56 0.54 1.01 8.0

42 30.5 0.400 0.0130 2.45 0.69 0.51 0.26 0.71 0.47 1.01 2.9

43 30.5 0.300 0.0130 2.52 0.72 0.45 0.28 0.75 0.43 0.75 2.7
44 30.5 0.500 0.0280 9.04 0.71 0.57 0.17 0.75 0.50 1.27 1.7
45 30.5 0.141 0.0059 0.52 0.67 0.45 0.35 0.61 0.44 0.36 0.3

46 30.5 0.141 0.0075 1.16 0.88 0.33 0.11 0.88 -- 0.36 0.5

47 30.5 0.800 0.0100 1.03 0.61 0.66 0.19 0.60 0.60 2.13 1.8

48 45.7 0.200 0.0110 4.39 0.64 0.54 0.29 0.62 0.50 0.34 4.4
49 45.7 0.300 0.0170 10.33 0.79 0.22 0.33 0.75 0.31 0.50 2.4

50 45.7 0.400 0.0140 7.75 0.89 0.32 0.11 0.90 0.30 0.67 0.6

51 45.7 0.500 0.0120 4.91 0.81 0.40 0.18 0.80 0.36 0.83 1.2

52 45.7 0.600 0.0120 4.39 0.80 0.45 0.15 0.79 0.38 1.01 1.1

53 45.7 0.800 0.0190 9.68 0.63 0.52 0.33 0.61 0.47 1.37 3.6

d/b = 0. 441

54 71.0 0.200 0.0079 3.23 0.77 0.63 0.01 0.76 0.80 0.08 0.3

55 71.0 0.200 0.0210 32.28 0.75 0.66 0.01 0.86 0.66 0.08 0.2
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Experiment h
(cm)

kh an/h (xlO-3
joules/

sec)

T R £ Ti a

56 71.0 0.300 0.0150 23.24 0.78 0.53 0.11 0.97 0.53 0.12 0.2
57 71.0 0.400 0.0200 40.02 0.80 0.44 0.16 0.92 0.38 0.16 0.4
58 71.0 0.500 0.0230 36.15 0.89 0.33 0.11 0.83 0.36 0.20 0.3
59 71.0 0.600 0.0160 16.78 0.83 0.40 0.15 0.83 0.26 0.24 0.5

60 71.0 0.800 0.0120 12.91 0.89 0.42 0.02 0.98 0.26 0.33 0.03

d/b = 0.147 d/jE = 0.25
61 71.0 0.200 0.0100 7.10 0.74 0.57 0.13 0.78 0.58 1.16 1 .5
62 71.0 0.300 0.0150 16.78 0.73 0.65 0.04 0.74 0.66 1.70 0.5
63 71.0 0.400 0.0120 11.23 0.59 0.74 0.11 0.60 0.73 2.25 2.1
64 71.0 0.500 0.0140 13.94 0.53 0.80 0.07 0.53 0.76 2.86 2.2
65 71.0 0.600 0.0140 12.27 0.51 0.79 0.11 0.48 0.80 3.40 3.8
66 71.0 0.800 0.0160 17.95 0.33 0.94 0.01 0.39 0.96 4.56 0.6
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APPENDIX B

INCIDENT, TRANSMITTED, AND REFLECTED
WAVE AMPLITUDES FOR

EXPERIMENTS 1-10
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